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JUDG

,

Pro e Winner-"Complication of a Fi h-Only Diet" by Michael
Silber
p culati

ficti n i difficult t d w 11; it take r al int llig nce and
n t creat a n w world and to p pulat it, n t ju t with
charact r , but £ a ible rul , r wa
f b mg.
omplications
of a -<ish-onlY iet d
ju t that; till i a fully r aliz d world. Th pi c
r ad ,n t ju t a a fabl r cauti nary tal, but a a ry w 11 written and
ngaging h rt t ry.

Kate Musselman zs a 1vrite'0 editor and teacher of creative wntzng and
literature.
he graduated from rsinus in 1999 and received her Masters in
reative Wn·tz·ngfrom Temple niversity in 2003. When she is not 11Jorking on
her second nove~ she spends most of her tz"me with her head in a book. he also has
an unhealthy passion for cupcakes, lipstick, and the movies of Gillian Armstrong.
The soundtrack to her life ]vottld feature music ~ Tom Waits, leni Mande/~
leater-Kinney, the ifty Bops, Iia Fif:?gerald, and The Beatles.

Poetry Winner-"La Viuda" by Jan Cohen
'La iuda' i a w 11 c n truct d poem in which th p ak r comment
on b auty, r ligi n, and humanity with auth rity but without judgment.
"La iuda" remind u f th connecting natur of the e n and un e n
world.

Quincy Scott Jones earned a Bachelor's degree from Brown niversity, a
l\IIaster's degree from Temple niversily, and 100 once 11Jorking as supermarket
c!011Jn. He currentlY he ll)rites, teaches, and performs in the Philadelphia area.

5

JUDGES' NOTES
The Alfred L. Creager '33 Prize:
The reager Prize i an annual award endowed by friend of Ur inu
las of
r ative Writing Ray Harnilt n in hon r of fred reager
1933).
distingui hed alumni judge choo es the winner from the
content f th fall and pring i ue of The Lantern for each academic
y ar. Thi prize i independent of the poetry and prose prize for each
i ue of th magazine.

The winner of The Creager Prize for 2006-07
"Ashes," by Rachel Heller.

IS

the short story

" he" i a comp lling tory to read. It' beautiful, di turbing, and
th ught pr v king. Thi work explore the terrifying po ibility of
being unju tly judged by an unknown entity. My compliment to the
author.

Keith Leparulo spent a decade earning his BA from

rsinus in the Evening
Division,
taking his degree in English in
1997. A
Lantern contributo1) Leparulo was the original drummer of the group (The Wine
Bottles. )) He also wrote, produce~ and acted in the cult hit cable TV local
origination sketch comecfy program, ( 0 One)s Home With Granny)) (Ancient
Chinese ecret Productions). He was the founder and host of the Black Bear
Literary ocie!), modeled on C's Lit oc, in Skippack, PAl that met for five
years zn kippack, PA, and published its own anthology.
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Michael iIber

TH COMPLICATIO

OF A FI H-O LY DIET

I

hav nev r s en th pillar made f fir ill . y th time I return
fr m fi bing, autumn ha com and the gliding 1 av ha drifted in
t reli v th fir ill s, who tumble to th pillar' ba e and m rge into
il. I tay in the city for wint r, when the pillar
th ch c late
MET PH R i mad f cardinal. nd of cour e in pring- dandelion
s eds. But I nly glimp e th beginning of tho e. The m t of u have
t g fi hing.
L t m tell you about fishing. The m t f u g out from the city to
any water w might frnd. orne ha e boat, th r boot - it d e n't
matter much a long as we can find fish. Many veteran fi h r ha
pecial t chniqu for nabbing them. I ha e personally d el P d a
DM RNI
FT RAL T I HT fi h. I
meth d £ r catching the rare
r 11 my y to v ry direction they can r ach, exhale until I might
implode, dunk my face in th water, and then inhale a I rai e my h ad
up again. Wh n I cast my n ts after per£ rming thi ritual, I ne er fail t
T I HT. It' a delicacy which few
catch a
DM RNI
DDLEI HAMJYI I
can claim. I can get at least triple the price of a
or aM '" LL F UTGRA at the market. I don't take too many, e en
though I might get rich if I did. 1'd rath r not kill the la t
DM RNI
FT
T '" I HT fi h.
You kn w what' funny about that fish? It doesn't even ta te that
good, but the om of us lik it because of it rarity.
I 1 arn d that I will never understand the orne of us, and I am ery
happy to be included in the mo t of u , the fi her . I learned it thi pa t
autulnn when the fi hers returned to the city for market and lection. In
autumn we sell our fi h in the city and ote on the governing word of
the year. Thi word, eated atop the pillar MET PH R, dictate our
actions and how we perceiv them, good or bad. The word keep u in
check, a public reminder not to be an idiot. nyone found ignoring the
word, doing whatever they please, is banned from next year' election,
and can't sell any fi h. xcept for the ear we elected Forgi ene
nothing happened to anyone that year.
This past autumn's market set off 0 well. The fisher et up the
booth all acros the city and at the dock for those with boats. You
could hear the mo t of u hawking their catch on e ery c rn r.
7
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WARM
DB TWEENYO RTOE here!
U
T DKI -fresh from the river!
L UGH1 G H1LDRE ,going fast!
My booth get a line without hawking. I'm one of the city' be tknown fishers; I even have a regular clientele. They come first to see if I
brought a
ODMORN1 AFTERALATE 1GHT, then strangers ee the
line and decide to try my fish. Each customer has a preference.
The injured athlete, he W{es the firework spice in the PRI GL
-It
flashes fa t in your mouth, then cools into a gentle memory a you
swallow. He buys enough to last the winter, so I alwa s remember to
catch plenty. The problem with PRI GL VE is they are very fattening. I
watch the athlete's middle spill further and further over hi belt, and he
is ad because he i n't the beautiful man he once wa . So he buys more
PRI
LO
and feels better for the winter. At least he'll tay warm.
MOTHER H
never fail to make up at least a tenth of my haul. One
devoted wife in particular buys a sackful each year. MOTHER HUG
don't have a complex taste, but an enjoyable one nonetheless. Kid
usually eat a lot of them because picky eaters will decide they like
MOTHER HUG and little el e. But I don't know if that' why this
woman buys 0 much; she look too trim to have that many kids. She
alway brings flower to market, and walk down the road that leads out
of the city. ot much out that way-the arboretum, the whorehou e,
the cemetery.
Maybe she brings the fish to the girl too ashamed to come to market.
E I
. Most are
I am one of the only fisher who will catch C
too afraid to try because they ting if you don't handle them carefully. I
was only stung once, but the poison put me out of commission for an
entire season. Still didn't see the fireflies though-I couldn't even get
out of bed. Now I keep the fish's barb around my neck, like a trophy or
a tali man. Only strange folk enjoy 0 FE 10 ,like the man who
dre es all in black. He told me that you will never taste a sweeter meat
than on the bones of these fish. It's haunting, he said. I won't ever try it,
but he pays well for them so I'm happy to catch the nasty buggers.
All the e people came thi year, along with plenty of others. I made a
hefty profit, which would go towards taking a year off and exploring
new places to fish. I had a good deal of money, but till not enough to
compensate the expedition I planned to make. I wanted to buy lot of
lumber and build a new boat to go out farther than anyone. I would ca t
net in places nobod ha ever approached, and return with hundred of
8

The Complications oj a Fish -Only Diet

new fi h.
I dreamed thi dream on the way back to my tiny home at the edge of
the city when one of the orne of u topped me. H ne er topped
grinning, and he m ed like angry water. He grabbed me with frantic
n rgy.
yyy buddy, how' it goin,?
Hi voice had a low giggle underneath every word.
D
RNI G FTERALAT IGHT,
Y u're that fi h r who can catch
yah?
I nodded.
me with meee, buddy. me friends of mine want your help.
ot a ocial w rker, I said.
Reeelax. The help i compen ated.
I followed.
n we passed by the pillar M T PHOR. The fireflie had all fallen to
the ground as usual, and the wind wa finishing twisting the leaves into
a c lumn that shot into the kyo oon the new governing word would
r t on top of th pillar.
000, what do you think it'll be thi year?
I reminded my guid I had been fi hing-like the most of u do-and
didn' t know what was up for election.
Riiight. ony, friend. It's aution, ucce s, and Justice .. . again.
Ju tice i an old favorite. I'm not too fond of Justice becau e it lets the
some of u judge what that is. The most of us get cheated under Ju tice.
I aid I would vote for ucce if my sales were good, Caution if they
weren't.
The strange-talking man smiled like he had won.
He took u to one of the tallest tower in the city. Not as tall a the
pillar M T PH R, but grand nonetheless. It was round and smooth and
conical-a giant, windowle
pike. I knew immediately I was to meet a
ery powerful orne of us.
fter a thou and candelabras and se eral, several flights of stair, we
arrived in a chamber made of gold, where five men sat at a crim on
table. In the center of the table, a Hre pit roared with flame. Everyone'
face was half in hadow.
The biggest chair held a large, pale man. He had no hair on hi head,
and covered his eyes with a ilken sash. He raised his chin as if to mell
me.
You are th Hsher? he aid.
9
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I aid I wa .
I have had your
D
RNI
AFTERALA
I HT. The flavor i th
rare t I' e ever come acro . How do you k ep them 0 fre h on the
long journey back to the city?
That' my ecret, I said. I'm not too protecti e of that, but nobody
want to know how fre h your spit can keep fi h.
The pale man nodd d and grinned. Were hi teeth sharpened? Maybe
the firelight played trick on me. He bid me to come over to the table.
In front of him he had a strange fi h which I had never een before. It
wa covered in barb d spine -clearly poi onous-and a large fin in the
back. This wa a fa t fi h, hard to catch and harder to keep. The cale
eemed to change color depending on what angle I look d from.
I a ked what kind of fi h it wa .
The pale man offered up a mall plate with cube of fishmeat. Ta te,
he aid. nd don't worry-it' only poi onou on the out ide.
ormally I let omeone else taste a strange fi h before I partake, but
I'd never before been offered a taste by the some of u . And oh ...
While I tasted the fish, I could see through wall . The exi tence of
existence brought uch pain and joy I fell to the floor and wept. It wa
too much, too much. I welcomed the vomit a it clean ed me of the
awful pain.
It' an acquired ta te, aid the pale man. The other four men at the
table mumbled agreement.
I aid it ta ted like shit to me. Then I asked him again what kind of
fish it was.
I t' called a TR TH.
Kind of a trange name.
The pale man stood up and removed the a h from his e e . Th y
were colorless-or all color ; I couldn't tell. He aid thi i the rare t
fish in the world.
Who care if it' rare when it ta te like that?
He laughed. You mo t of u -alway thinking about fi hale . We
don't wi h to ell the e fi h. We ha e de eloped a liquor from the
TR TH that let people ee things as the orne of u ee them.
How do you ee thing ?
He turned his gaze away from me. h, it' all 0 beautiful. We want to
gi e the mo t of u this drink a a campaign for aution.
I said I figur d the orne of u would like ucce ) or Ju tice.
veryone in the room laughed.
10
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My b y! Jut imagine if the mo t of u looked and aw ucce atop
the pillar. Th n they would try to be great and become the orne of u .
Wh w uld b the most of u? nd Ju rice, well .. .Ju rice i a carou l.
The m t of u do omething the orne of u don't like, and we go back
and forth di beying and enforcing until the fireflies leave the pillar
again. aution will k ep the mo t of us in line by it elf without our help.
nd ince with our new liquor, they will want what w want, they will
agree with us. ow you know; you know a great ecret of th orne of
us. It' better for e eryone thi way, i n't it? It make a lot of sense,
d e n't it?
Maybe it wa the remnants of the fish, but I aid he got it right.
He picked me up from th floor. We will di till the fi h, boil them
down to a palatable pirit for the most of us. It will let them see the
wisdom of aution over ucc s or Ju tice. Your job, he aid, i to catch
enough TR TH to make our drink.
I told him I didn't know where they were.
ut past the horizon, in the deepest water .
My eyes widened. obody has been that far.
ne fisher ha -our man. But only hi boat came back. If you agree
to help, it' yours.
What kind of boat?
The kind you've dreamt of. The faste t, the fme t.
I agreed-a long a I could have some more of the pieces on that
platter. The men at the table laughed, shook my hand, and ga e me two
more cube of TRUTH. They told me a man would wait for me at the
dock with my new boat.
Before I went to the docks, I went home to think. It eemed if
Caution won, then I wouldn't be able to catch many of the more exotic
fi h.
0
more
0 F
10 , for sure.
nd maybe no more
o DM RN1
ERALATE I HT-i it cautiou to net a species so
rare? That's the problem with the e word the some of u put up for
election: you n ver know what will com of them. The e were muddy
water . Maybe, just maybe, the TR TH would help me think it through.
If I could keep it down. I braced my elf, and swallowed another hunk.
It wa easier this time. The tas te exploded a voice in my head, and
knocked me again off my feet.
What is poison) what is pleasure? I would sail tomorrow to find the
TRUTH, and favor with the orne of us . But before I slept, I wanted to
see my hip.
11
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Most shipwrights u e the wood from the deep fore ts outside the city.
The ships are rich brown to start, and covered then with thick pitch to
eal it tight. MyoId boat's pitch was 0 thick I could not see the ship at
night-and neither could the fish. They swam unafraid right into the
keel, letting me know with their knocks where to cast my nets. But this
ship could not have been wood-it was clear; light shone traight
through so that only by the sunset could I see the frame. Maybe it was
the glow of the clouds, maybe the material itself, but it seemed slightly
pink. 0 shipwright in the most of us could have formed this thing. It
seemed sculpted out of the waves. The water did not even ripple against
it as it bobbed in the harbor.
The grinning man stood by the anchor post.
Heyyy, what do you think?
Can I go aboard?
It's yours, man.
The deck felt so fragile, yet so strong along my hesitant steps. I could
see nothing between my boots and the water but a slight glimmering.
My hand felt wet as it ran along the rail I knew must be there but
couldn't see. But feeling my fingers, they were still dry.
Hey. What's this thing made of?
Like it? It's raaare man. Real rare.
What is it?
Watermelon sugar. You gonna do it?
I disembarked, the feel of the rail still on my fingertips, the voice of
the fish still stirring in my head. Yeah, I'll do it. Tomorrow.
The next morning I took my new boat and traveled past imagination.
o fisher had ever been so far. The ship was so fast I made weeks of
travel in hours. I wondered why I'd never seen another ship like this, or
heard of them. Usually the some of us parade their most expensive toys
around. It worried me. Years ago, when Wisdom was on the pillar, we
fishers came up with a saying for dealing with the some of us:" ever
trust a treasure hidden."
ight had fallen when I arrived at the mark the men in the spike had
charted. Fishing in darkness made sense-it's the hardest kind of
fishing, but the most exotic fish emerge from the depths at night. I
hoped the TRUTH would glow, but knew rare fish do not call attention
to themselves. The first night I caught many fi h, but no TRUTH. I
caught some
CO DITIO ALLO , some PERFE TOG, some
EPIPHANY, some HO
TY. The last two are perhaps the rarest fish any
12
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fi h r c uld h P t catch, 0 I knew I wa in th right place. nd
n
if I caught n TR TJ-I, I wa li ing my dream.
In th
c nd night, n TR TH.
In th third night, n TR TH.
By th £ urth night, I r aliz d I w uld require a ery pecial techniqu
t catch thi fi h. Time wa running h rt- I ction took place in tw
day . With a d p rat heart, I wallowed my la t chunk of TR TH and
h p d £ r an an w r.
Thi tim I I t C ntr 1 f my limb . I m ed like a tring pupp t,
with ut th ught r de ire. I tripped my dothe and 1 wered m elf
int th wat r. Th n I grabb d my
I
barb held it out
b £ r m. I do ed my eye as th TR TH' meat plunged th poi on
thing de p int my ch t. My blo d leaked out into the water whil I
hung on th ide of my boat. It wa all ery warm and hazy. pinprick
n my leg h ok m from th daze. I truggl d back into the boat to ee
what had happ n d, as th water was too full of my blood to ee. nd
th r , thru tint my 1 g, was a flapping fi h covered in pine. I knew
that irid c nt cal - I had caught a TR TH.
r again, I thought. 0 fish i worth all that. Weak and fuzz, I
turn d th boat back toward th city and t ail. The spiny bat till
£lopp d and pulled again t my leg. It poi on ran fa t through me,
traight t m h ad. I thought I hard it will per:
I taste bitter through Cl blindfold.
That wa when I I arned I did not like th orne of u . I tore the fi h
from my leg, but th pin remained. I fell uncon ciou long before the
b at cra h d into th dock.
I awoke back in the golden ro m in the pike, naked till. The pale,
a h- y d man h ld the TR TH with prid .
Y u g t ne! r it got ou. He touched th pin in my I g.
I recoiled. I w n't catch th
for ou, I aid.
What do you man?
It' to difficult. I almo t di d.
an anyon do it?
nc .
ow ju t g t m r of th mo t f u to d it. Tell u how.
o.
What?
o. I won't tell ou.
The pale man and hi wailed and teadi d them el
again t the tabl .
13
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h pal man tumbl d back and lifted hi a h. Why not?
b dy h uld catch thi fi h.
ut it'
rar,
pr ci u .
Y u w r wr ng. It' p i n in id and out.
Th eat d m n whi p r d b hind the raring fire. They beckoned the
pal man to h ar their cr t. Returning to m , he said, do you
r m mb r what th g verning w rd i thi year?
Y.
What?
b di nc
b di nc . Y u ar di b ying.
all m n in
I
- cal armor lipped through the door and
lift d me ff th fl r. I c uld n t see their faces or hear their breath.
ftly.
But th y m v d
h pal man drew cl e to my face, baring his fang . They were
harp n d. H aid I hereby ban you from th market and the election.
Y u will p nd th year in pri n £ r your impudence towards the word,
and th
m f u . H turned away and troked hi new fish. I saw him
prick him elf n a pin ju t b for I was hauled out of the room.
ucc
cardinal

w n th I ction, I hear. ow it' winter, and I can see the
piraling up t the sky from my prison wind w. My
barb till hang from my n ck, abov the scar it left.
metime it burn , but then I ju t rem mber how much more painful
that TR TH wa . That w und won't heal. I've tried a thou and times to
tak th ting rut, but it r main, a I remain in thi cell-for now.
Th om of us t Ie th fi h I caught out beyond the horizon, and got
v n rich r than b £ r .
It' funny th ugh-that d esn't bother me 0 much anymore. I never
g t t k P th fi h I caught anyway, and I used all the money I made to
k p fi hing. I'll g back to fi hing after this year, but I think I'll just eat
what I catch and not com in £ r market. nd for now, I it and watch
th pillar MET P I R g through it cycles and circles. ometimes I even
catch a glimp
f ucce ,when the sky i clear enough.
nd in th ummer, I will ee the fir £lie .

14
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LA VIUDA

My Vieja has skin like Kleenex
and arms brocaded with bulging
veins. Lips pursed, you could never see
the missing tooth on the right side of her mouth.
From the shelf, a glow-in-the-dark
Virgin always watches my Vieja,
through seventy six years of undyed hair,
when she wears her blue housedress,
while she sips her tomato juice.
Plastic saints collect dust by the television
while the Vieja rolls her fmgers
over the beads of a rosary,
glancing over at family portraits.
Her son rarely visits,
her daughter never calls,
and she swears that her stillborn babies
wait for her in Heaven.
And yet, every breath of
dusty air is not so lonely.
Not even the Virgin knows
that my litde Vieja
asleep in the armchair
still can smell
her dead husband's cologne
in the fibers of her pillow.
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THE CURB AFTER LIGHT DRIZZLING

On the curb outside the Double T,
Gouged by unseen hands, "Marlene '63"
And down at the corner of Main Street and Musser
"2Pac4Ever" in indelible blue chalk,
Blurred around the edges, true,
But defiant, still witnessing at that lonely chapel.
What drove those hands,
Steered them to their knees and whether on a
Whim or through some concrete conviction bid them
Carve out their niche on the sidewalks of forever?
What other songs still hum underfoot,
Chanted soft by those slab-tongued sentinels,
Those vandal bards,
Those cocksure prophets of hopscotch and graffiti,
Muted by the sweet dilution of the rain or cracked up,
Split and shattered, to the angry ratatat chorus of jackhammers in love?
Perhaps a warning: that all great things happen
At the last second.
The overtime touchdown run,
The death-bed conversion,
The desperate "1 love you"
As the train pulls out of the station.
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WATCH FOR FALLI G ROCK
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ASHES

c

nen.

W 'r all used t the ship by now. There' one settled down in the old
soccer field. 0 one trie to play around it. We all a oid looking at it
directly. It gives you a £ eling of insanity and nau ea. It smell of ani e.
There are still cla es. We u ed to joke about how no matter what the
weather wa like, how much it snowed, there'd still be cla e, the Dean
would never cancel them. There are still cla es but there are fewer and
fewer people in them every day. People leave, go home. The promi ed
u peace but we're all wary of the gift hor e.
That's the kicker. The tory i that the only transmi ion or ignal, or
whatever they pick up, the flrst one they could get from our planet wa
an image - an Italian flag, rainbow, houting pace, peace. Ma be the
color drew them in, maybe the word led them to us, but the came
down, houting

P CE
peace.
I dropped my scarf on the ground yesterda . I picked it up - ashe
clung to the fabric, disgu ring snow. I b1u hed them off without
thinking too much about it. We're u ed to the a he b now.
arcobaleno.
rainbow.
I came here, to thi chool, full of hope and idea that hadn't et been
forced out of my mind.
erywhere, all about me, there were sign of
love - couple clinging to each other like burr on a mangy dog, flowers
bl oming out of the cracks of old retaining wall ,the mell of rain. I
came with the idea that I could change the world.
There' a river that flow near campu . When I was still a h fre hman,
18

I n ly, far fr m h m ,I ft n t k walk d wn b that ri r. In th fall
th I a
ry brilliant had that namr ga them, and th y £ 11
in clump t th arth. Iud t take handful f th m, bring them t
m fac and inhal ,and I t th c nt of w t il fill my lung . I d make
pil
f th m and li ut £ r h ur r ading r ju t admiring, watching
th way th light chang d g ing through the I a e . In th winter
th r 'd b an unt uch d land cap c
red in a thin flat layer of whit
p r£ cti n, a £ r th £ w £ tprint f th animal n t hibernating. I
w uld b t mpt d t mak n wang I , but I ne er marred it. Th ri r
r, and I w uld walk ut int th cent r, li ut, and
w uld fr z
w that ri r fl w
mak an ic ang 1. Th tar wer cl ar t ther.
a with a h.
It a that pring that th hip cam. Th land d in field overnight,
and farm r w k up t th m taking up th ir corn plot.
w panicked
and h r
buck d at th ight f th m and t rm cloud mo ed in
rh ad. It rain d £ r thr day a th y at in id th ir hip, waiting.
xp rt and p litician pI tt d and argu d about what t d about
th m. It cam d wn b tw en ending in a neg tiat r and blowing them
t pi c
g tiating w n b a narrow margin.
n th third da ,a
rt f window p n d on a hip in I an a .
m n unfurl d a flag down th id. The bright rainbow color cut
again t th gunm tal gr y f th hip' xt rior, a bur t of life on a dead
f it on the n w , but I didn't r c gnize it.
plan . I aw th ph to
iu pp, th Italian xchang tud nt li ing down th hall, tran lated it

£

r u .

"It c m fr m th pace da tutti i balconz· campaign. Peace from e ery
d t hang uch a flag fr m our balconie
bale n .' Y u w r upp
£ r p ac . It tart d up after th war.'
nd that wa that. Th y cam do n and landed and howed u a ign of
p ac . That' wh n th n g tiat rIo ned their bulletproof e t and
were all urround d b
walk d down to th landing ite. Th
g tation and wand ring cattl . W the million at home all aw
footag f th neg tiator wading thr ugh b nt c rn talk and terrific
pile of cow dung to r ach th ext rior of th hip. The) all had the
am expre ion - calm but terrifi d. n woman had a t ady tream
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of silent tear treaming down one cheek. The image shook as the
cameraman took huddering breaths. We could hear him breathing. It
was so silent.
A burst of light came from the sides, pulsing as they jumped down from
the underside hatches. They were almost too tall, too brilliant, too shiny
to look at. They were trangely beautiful, and totally unafraid of the
cameras. Their eyes were huge and all shades, some blue, some violet,
some seafoam green. They spoke in a frequency too harsh for human
ears, like cellular phones together bouncing signals back and forth.
When the humans spoke, those echoes were reflected in their voice .
We all learned to keep silent around them, for fear of our own words
being used to communicate in ways we couldn't understand. The PACE
flag flapped in the crisp wind, snapping and cracking.
The negotiators gave up camping out after three nights near the biggest
ship, the one with the recreated flag. In the light of day, it became
obvious that they had created it from whichever materials they had
laying around, and all the colors were slightly off. There was
aquamarine, not azure, and the red was too dark, almost like blood.
Soon there was a ship in most cities, landing quietly in the night, never
moving once they set down, their occupants lying in wait for whichever
signals they needed. One landed in our old soccer field, and come
morning my dorm mates went outside to stare at it. The sun beat off the
metal and gave them all spots on their vision. I got up and got ready for
class.
scoppio di luce.
burst of light.
They told us what they wanted through notes pushed through the sides
of their ships, out the same window the flag came down through. The
big ship in I(ansas had the longest note, scribbled in badly structured
English, later found to be learned by listening to the negotiators talking
outside the srups, holding up signs in an effort to communicate.
WE WILL
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Ashes

W t k th m at th ir w rd. fter the night with the bur t of light they
hadn't b n
n, and w uldn't b
n b m t f u £; r month . They
pr mi d u , I wI
er a £; w we k , that they wer h re to hlp. n
the n w th y h w d u at llite image
f all th hip the had
urr unding arth, and what app ar d t be Iarg cann n m unted n
th id .
Th y aid it w uid be b n ficial t u, that it w uld clean e ur plan t
f th ill vi ibl fr m
v ry far away from wh re they had come.
Th y cam thou and up n th u and of light ar to help u . We
h uld b grat ful. W hould all w them t help. It eem d like an
ffici ncy i u
Th fll: t w r D ath R w inmate .
eryon rn 01 ed had 1 s of a
pr bi m with thi than th y would ha e had with anything el e. Th
wer , aft r all, "d ad men walking," a
iu eppe aid it. I pent a lot of
tim with him, itting il nt! ,hi hand on th
mall of m back,
troking with hi frng rtip in small circl s, watching the new report
and th imag of a he falling lik ram. y nam
nna, but he would
ery tim
alwa whi per" h, b calm, m weet ianna.'
Th
h w d th inmat walking ingl file toward a larger hip park d
m a fi Id acr
th treet fr m the fll: t pri on. It wa raining, and
r port r cr amed through th t rr nt at them, a king them what th y
w r £; ling.
f th m pa ed b without a word, a e one who
10 k d traight int th cam ra with ding ey ,and aid,
, uck ou'
cl ar a day. Th rain pIa t r d hi hair to hi for head. Drop flowed
. Th
pray d in a fan a h napped hi head to th id,
d wn hi n
back facing th fr nt. Th lin nak d further along the road and into
the dark. iu pp' mall circle ped up, light! .
II the r port r who had the luxury of writing in a more flowery tyle
d crib d t!1e cen and th m II of it, how mu ky it wa, trong,
en loping, co ering ou in a blanket of moke melling of ani e. It got
in id your na al pa ag and burned, like mall claw in our ti ue.
Doctor ha
done tudie, and the moke i Ie harmful than the
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re idual from cigarette , but I've noticed everyone moking a lot more.
The familiar omnipre ent cloud of tobacco eem more tolerable,
omehow. That sick w et blanket of moke never goe away
completely. It's nearly blocked out the un, save for a few pare
morning when I catch a glimpse of the sunri e, low over the horizon.
The pink and red are grey and pale now.
They went to every maximum security prison in the country, taking the
damned and leading them out to their hips, always in the dead of night.
There wa little re i tance to the idea. The familie of the doomed
ometime showed up outside, creaming in misery and longing. ne
woman, someone' mother, fat and used up, came out on another damp
night, her long muumuu clinging to her body from the we at and the
rain, tearing her tangled hair out. he creamed not her baby, not her
Lew, no, not him, plea e, take the other but pare the innocent until
one of the reporter (who e numbers had teadily declined ince thi
started happening every three day) came down and dragged her awa
u ing considerable effort, and gave her a drink of something out of a
shiny brass flask. The streaming footage caught only her muffled crie
and the huffling feet of the inmate , marching. They had moved on
from just the Death Row per on to using the one who had committed
the mo t eriou crime - murder with intent, mostly. People had Ie of
a problem with this than originally anticipated. Talking heads had
po tulated about the possibility of such an event. The e program were
usually augmented with atellite images of hips surrounding the Earth,
tightly grouped with large glowing cannon pointed at trateg;c
locations.
The politician and police began to come forward, more aggre ively
aying that they couldn't bully u thi way, we have our own method
and who are you to say what's right for u , but there came only more
garbled note
W

HEREP C .WE

TW

THARM.P C

LYG

and more atellite image. trange fIre broke out at the apitol Building
and the town hall of the small I(an a town where the bigge t hip till
at, wa ing the flag. We took it a a ign. There were Ie talking head
and more atellite image.
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,1 he

n th y m
d fr m maximum
curity t ffilrumum
cunty
urpri ingly c mplac nt ab ut thi , enid ring
faciliti . P pI
and
that th had m
n fr m rapi t and murd r r t p tty thi
xt rti ni t. Th r
whit c llar w rk r hr.
p pI
h w d up t th lin up ,m t in xp n i car, h ping m h w t
par d. Th re w r r i tanc , ri t ,
b g £ r th pri n r t b
upp rt d b the p lie , but th yearn d wn and talk d in ur mutat d
languag , and th y alway g t th ir way. ur c at b gg d £ r th ir
hu band t b par d; it wa n't a th ugh th y had kill d any n . Th Y
t d with rna cara running d wn th ir ch k. h y c uldn't b
b th r d t wip it awa .
M r

cam ab ut halfway thr ugh mpt:ying th ffilrumum
n . Th y land d in all th ar a in betw n wh r th y
r. iu pp t ld m ab ut n landing in uth rn
w
n a dairy farm, pitting ut th bright light. It wa th do t
n, a
for th
n in ur cc r fi ld. I I k d ut th wind
t ward it and aw nl th fi ld light glaring ff th har h m tal. ur
hadn't m
d t. I
nd red wh n it w uld.
t

da

hip

k pt c ming m tly fr m th big hip all umm r
m tly aid what th y alway
lik d ckw rk. Th
dif£ r nt and ay thing lik

P

TI

and th r w uld b unag

L.W

TW

ry third
aid, but

TI T RR PT.

f cann n gl wing r d.

igilanza.
igilanc .
nt n m nth aft r th fir t bur t of light all th pri on tood
mpty. Th m
d on t p pI n pr bation or parol, and p opl
wh had a criminal hi t ry tarting with th m t
reo Thi e m d
to cau m r panic. P pI tri d to hid but ther would b imag of
cann n blinking angry irritat d r d and om n would turn th min.
Reform d rapi t murd r r , thi
drug d al r ,and xtortioni t
w r brought to th lin up.
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h
began to cover everything. It wa fu: t noticeable on early
autumn da . I had ju t b n con idering going back down to the ri er
where th mell of ani e might b Ie noticeable once I buried my head
in lea e , when I pa ed a parked car. I knew it hadn't been mo ed in a
£ w w eks.
thin, bar ly perceptible layer of flne grey a h coated the
wh I of it. I bl w out ov r the hood and the a h pread out and onto
the ground. I let a tear fall and went back in ide m dorm.
co tante.
teady.
utumn ca caded into winter, and now began to fall along with the
hip park d in our occer fleld had op ned up rather
ash. Th
unceremoniou ly one night, hatche coming open underneath and
letting th m all jump down. The ground wa hard a a rock and their
feet made thundering echoe . They tood in mall circle around their
ship, and sent up a bur t of light. It lasted only a few minute, and e ery
leaf on every branch tood out in harp relief again t the inky black kyo
People afraid to top the motion of everyda life ha e kept the chool
running, but there aren't enough tudent to warrant proper cla e.
We've all been drifting, orne wandering home, waiting for that hip to
open and everyon and everything in it to come and take u all in
lineup. We had heard that after they had round d up e eryon with a
criminal record, they would be moving on. I didn't want to go home.
Th lot of u , about a hundred hanger -on, tand in the lower fleld,
taring up at the ship and the bright light. It goe out a though
omeone mothered a candle quick and dead. ne of them come
forward, ickly b autiful, and hand our Dean a note. It turned out to be
one of man given out that night, all 0 er the world.
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We tand, huddled, back to the freezing wind, a the one who came
forward walk down the line of u .
ery few people he reache out
and touche their shoulder, almo t in a caring care . Mo t pull back
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fr m th t uch, but tak a t p r tw £ rward. H
1m
thi I
cann t a wh ) c m cl rand cl r, t uching hi wa d wn th
c n ider u b th for a
lin , until h g t t
iu pp and 1.
ut and lightly graz
hould r.
m m nt, and th n r ach
iu pp' Y g wid in fright and h nap hi h ad toward m
back and £ rth b tw n m and th bing, wh ha gone n d wn th
wh ha b en call d ut
lin . H 1m w h ha b n judg d. Th
including th Dan, b gin m ing, ingl f.tl, toward th hip, but
iu pp d
n t m
tand , cl nching m hand in hi wn,
t adfa t, t ady.
" ianna."
m ne ank him £ rc fully, taring m hand ut f hi gra p. H
b gin t march backward , t ward the hip, getting 10 t fa ter and
fa ter in th darkn . I'm r t d to th p t, I can't cha aft r. I feel
m h art hatt ring, m tomach flipping, th ink black night corning
in ar und m .
, ianna!'
I can bar 1 h ar him in th fading ound of th foot t p marching
t adil awa . Hi thin oic ch e off the building around u . I 10
th fla h f hi
and li
kin in the dark. I now frnd I can mo e,
but it i in th th r dir ction I run. I run for ar, ea on . I fl pa t
th dorm, down th path t th w d . I jump 0 er branch and log ,
puddl and d ad and dying animal , fa t r than I' e e er flown before,
h b gin to fall from the ky
d wn t th riv r. I h ar a t rribl r ar.
in thick clump , floating d wn through th bar branche and to the
lid arth. Th mix with th wat r and turn it ickl, ordid gr . I
collap and hit the ri rb d olid n w crunching, tear freezing to m
ch k a th m 11 0 f ani f.tll m n tril .
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LOOSE CREAM

Milk for two; Remembered.
An old cream
That paints our
Picture an awkward color.
Off white symbolism
Dies on its way down.
And it becomes a clear disappointment.
When he bit
The texture was fully shown.
He gave away all of
Her thoughts with his smile.
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TH PR BL M OF A T

r wmg
th ir way t th aft rli£ .

It JPas raining, so I hid
in the lvarm folds ofyour coat.
Yet, my mind kept returning.
Your rye/ashes lvere so frail
I c uldn't di turb th mpiling up int
a battl fi Id
the day after. My littl
ant gra ard wh r
n t all th c rp
w re d ad
t.

Darkness craJv/ed in through
a cracked lvindOJv and s/OJJ)IY
began to carry aJvay the meat
ofyour arms. My hands groped
for the missing pieces but grasped
onlY bed sheets.

H w h rt ar th li
of ant ! Bar 1 born b for
I watch th ir la t dane
and wand r at th
und
of th ir la t br ath. Till
fiU t b h
god £ 1.
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Some sounds are worse
than Mondqy morning alarm
clocks. They are: The shriek
ofjagged lines straightening,
the screams of a thousand cfying ants.
Death is a moment that
cannot be ignored. Ant-death
is no different. The ants wave
with spindly legs and I can't help
but question if their goodbyes
are painful. Sometimes
I wave back.

I wake at night
trying to brush
the corpses of ants
off my tongue.
This time I take a tissue
and begin an archeological dig,
expose windowsillIt's startling like bone.
Dumping the bodies,
I walk away without
glancing back.
The ants have stopped screaming.
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SIPPIKKUL MUTHU: PEARL WITHIN SHELL

I

don't remember the la t time I aw my father. I wa ix when he left.
I can't tell the difference anymore between my memorie and tories
my mother fed m. itting at the d k with my feet propped on my
broken printer, I like to watch the smoke rise and glide up in abstract
thick and thin twirl . They remind me of the lusciou and delicate robe
that adorned the Virgin Mary in Michelangelo' Pietd. Cigarette are the
perfect companion to the Blues at three in the morning. Filter and fiber
your blood in the word of Whitman. I turn 21 ear old in a couple of
days. My mother who has eagerly been waiting for thi day a
he'll be
here for my birthday, but flying over 24 hours from ingapore i more
daunting than one can imagine.
moke gently breeze over photographs of my family on m de k.
The most recently taken picture i one of my mother and sister itting in
my dorm room when they had visited the college. nother picture,
slightly hidden behind the others, catche my attention. M twen ty year
old tep-brothers protectively tand behind my unrecognizable elf. It
wa taken at my fourth birthday. I don't have an pictures of m father
and myself together. He was hardly with us. I'm not sure if I actually
saw him leave the house for the last time, but I like to imagine m father
and that night.
He wears a thin off-white cotton collared shi~ the outlines oj his under shirt
peering through. As usua~ his neatlY pressed br01vn pants clothe his traveling and
fleeting legs. It's late at night and he decides to meet his friends at a bar. My mother
stands at the gate oj the apartment. For some reason she stqys and watches him until
he is out oj sight. My father walks down the narrow passage} his hands in his
pockets, head upright looking straight ahead. Before making the turn, before going
out oj sight, he stops abruptlY} turns around slightlY and looks into the eyes oj the
woman in a worn-out batik dress. Her black thin hair loose in curls} one hand
holding onto the grill and the other resting on her hip she stands and watches silentlY.
My mother told me once he knew something wa not right that
night. I'm not surpri ed; she ha pecial powers of intuition. It wa n't
the first time he had the e "bad feelings."
nother lit cigarette and more flurrie of moke di appear into the
elu i e air. moke tra el ecretl through the light opening in the
window, fu ing into the gra i h white now. I like to watch the needle
30

thr acting acr
th fac
f th r c rd a it pin.
eye foll w th
bb Bland m ing r und and round in bright
w rd
I 'ng &
c 1 r f r d and y II w again t the black hiny di c.
1 r m mb r bing awaken d uddenl. My four ear old i t r cri
fr m bing di turb d in h rIp. 1 tap h r arm and t II h r to top
crying. Ware b th hurried b my moth r. W ar till in ur pajama .
In th taxi, 1 fall alp. I awak n at m grandm th r' hou e. W lie
d wn with ur cou in n thin mattr
m ther i not th reo
Th r mu t b
m thing wr ng. My ld r c u in next t me whi per
in m ar in th dark. H r br ath tickle me. he a ,"D ou know
what i happ ning? What ar y u g ing to do if our Appa di ?'
I r ply "1 d n't kn w" and sle p a dr aml
night.
Appa, that' how we addr s our father. I d n't remember e er
calling my fath r lPpa' I mu t ha e at om point. 1 ha e few memori
f him. I r m mb r hi blue and whit pill which 1 tol once to
xamin th ir int ri r, nly to be urpri ed by th whit p wd r and the
m II f a h pital. I r m mber th toy d ctor kit he ga e me which 1
u d ffecti ely in p r£ rIDing urg ri
for mist r' vari u
pr bl m . I r m mb r th chocolat fudg undae and hi fa orite
fruit, the porn 10. 1 r m mb r cretl watching him from behind the
cupb ard wh n h button d hi hirt and c mbed hi gelled hair awa
from hi £ r h ad. I r m mb r hiding b hind him when he tried to
pr t ct m fr m b ing hit b m mother who had been angered by m
rud n . I r m mb r th 1 0 skin und r hi arm a h tried to grab
m m th r' arm whil he wung the cane. I remember him being hurt
to
n th id
f hi thigh. But mo t of all, I am mo t ure I
r m mb r hi dead b dy.
Th foll wing da ,m mother i till not at my grandmother' hou e.
Where could she be? M uncl tell u that we are going omewhere
imp rtant, t the ingap re ca keto Casket? ''What' a ca k t?" I a k.
b dy an w r the que tion. I am t Id to pre the button to the
tlurd floor in th 1 at r.
at d in c Id metal th elevator i dull and
diml lit. I watch th range light on the top of the door mo e from
circl to circle, and wh n it [mally r ach the circle next to number 3
ting! I jolt lightly at the unexpected ound. Into a quare and white
room w walk. I e my moth r appearing maller and lighter in kin
color. he tak my iter and me to the body in the middle of the
room. I r cognize m fath r 1 eping hi arm traight at the ide of
hi bod, like a oldi r. taring into hi face I am blank, ju t like him. I
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touch hi hand gently, in a poking manner, and he is as cold a I am in
thi bare and white-walled r om. There i a soothing silence and I feel
draped and wrapped in the gentility and calmne of the air. Like a pearl
nestled in it h 11, my father i resting comfortably in the chill of the
whit room.
My father had died becau e of a udden heart attack. He wa fifty
year old. He was dead by the time he reached the ho pital. My mother
wa informed and had gone to the hospital. What would he have said if
he had een her for maybe just a minute?
1 imagine him in bed in the ER My mother rushes franticallY to his side with
endless tears. He sees her and seeks to speak. The doctors and nurses let them alone.
Tears stream from his ryes too. My father gentlY takes her hand in his) wrapping his
fingers around hers. He speaks to her softlY and slowlY. He sqys) {(rm sorry for all
r ve done to you. Forgive me.)) My mother cries even more at this and squeezes his
hand tighter telling him not to worry about these things. He continues to speak
sqying, (Take care of the girls. Tell them 1 love them very much and alwqys will.
Make them stucfy wel~ let Mena be a doctor and Shaloo a laJJ:Yer... Sita ... 1 love
you.)} Then) his hand looses its grip on hers. My mother kisses him on his forehead
and closes his ryes with her han~ making a secret promise to him that she will take
care of her children and bring them up to be well-educated and successful.
The track has stopped playing. I've had enough of the Blue . I've been
educed by the drama and enticed by the fantasies of Indian movie . I
can ee myself looking out the window at the snow falling pa t the
record collection, pa t the red and white carnations in the blue vase,
past the snow globe of ew York City, pa t the gla s framed picture of
my mother in a blue sari on her 50 th birthday, pa t the melted cinnamon
flavored candle, pa t the brass medieval chalice, pa t the empty bottles
of tomic vodka coated in blue velvet, Yellowtail Merlot and La Beliere
Bordeaux, and fmally pa t the paint bru he and uncapped cadmium red
tube. The cigarettes have left a bitter and sickening aftertaste in my
mouth. Washing it down with coffee only makes it wor e. The picture
of Lord Ganesha hung above my desk hover over me. He i portrayed
dancing in thi picture. My ister and I u ed to sing devotional ong
together. We don't anymore, but once in a while I find myself humming
the familiar tune .
The funeral take place on the third day. My si ter and I have been
taying in our grandmother' house. My mother ha not talked to us.
obody ha talked to us. We are once again in the white room with my
father, except thi time, the room i crowded with people all wearing
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whit. I realize that e n my i t r and I are dressed in white. My uncle,
aunt, grand- aunt , grand-uncle , cou in , all of them are crying while
they tand ab ut in their little clique looking at my father. We stand
next to our fath r. The elderly men in the family encircle him, flXing hi
n wly starched clothe . Two men work at moving my father' arm
from his sides to hi ch st and interlocking hi frnger. I never realized
my father was 0 strong and powerful. y mother a k my iter and
m to sing om d votional ong. he ay that it will be good for our
fath r to ing the
ong . My iter and I begin with a devotional ong
ab ut
rd Ganesha, prai ing hi glorie, al 0 invoking hi pre ence
before us so that he may bless all tho e who worship him. I hear and
see my mother crying. uddenly I am overwhelmed and tart to cry
whil singing and looking at my father. I do n t under tand wh I cry.
Later, prie t arri and special prayers are conducted. My mother leaves
the r m with other wom n. My brothers cry uncontrollably while they
perform their rites for my father. My mother r appears, this time
dr s d in a white sari without the red dot on her forehead. he is a
plain and white as the room. t the end of th funeral, a familiar friend
of my father's, Uncle aal, approaches my sister and me and apologizes
to us. He apologizes to my moth r too, asking for forgiveness. I don't
take much note of him. When I return home, the house has been
washed and cleaned. Pictures of gods and goddesses have been covered.
For the next sixteen days, the hous remains dark and silent except for a
small lamp lit.
Thinking f th funeral now leave a bitter ta te in my memory, for
the cloud of innocence has trickled away. I am bothered by the people
at the fun ral who I discover d were money whores, who fed into the
family like parasites. Death wa a joke. People there were merely
r duced to eyes and their boasting cries. Who were these people
anyway? Uncle aal had betrayed my father b posing as his best friend
and had stolen money from th family. The holines of death and afterdeath was ridiculed and mocked for the bod of my father became a
treat to be feasted on in a room, in the white room.
I rummage through my record collection in fru tration, trying to flnd
the right one, for the right mom nt. It' Jimi' turn now. Good Feelin,&
Good Times. By my side are ome canvase I had tretched a while ago
along with some wood panels. Painting on wo d is like walking on ice
without having kate or knowing how to skate. Influenced b my
re earch in India, I hav been painting works re olving around Indian
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women as dancer , thinkers, mother , brides, draped in bright colors
and rich fabric, so pure within yet trapped and unable to break that shell
that women have grown accustomed to. In every face I see an image of
my mother. During the funeral, my mother's marriage necklace was
removed, along with her gold jewelry. s a rule, she had to be loyal to
her husband and m urn for him by not wearing anything colorful or
extravagant. The stigma he carried was her empty forehead, without
th red dot, a ymbol of a married woman. ast in shame, my mother
resorted to a tatue-like existence. amed after the Goddess Sitalakshmi,
who acrificed herself to prove her loyalty to her husband, my mother
uccumbed to her fate. An outcast to society, she remained in darkne s
for a long time. ventually, she realized the spirit within her still alive
and ready to shine.
few weeks after the funeral, I return to school. During assembly,
the students are bustling and buzzing with new gossip. My friends and I
as u ual play rock, paper, scissors, before we have to sing the national
anthem of ingapore. Behind us are girls of a higher grade. While
playing and joking around, one of the older girls taps me on the
shoulder and asks me, "Why are you laughing and playing like this?
ren't you sad?"
"Why would I be sad?" I ask frowning.
"D on't you know that your father has died? Don't you know that he's
never coming back? He's dead!" Shocked by her questions, embarrassed
and c nfused, I turn away from her. Dead? I remain silent during
assembly. I remain silent during the day. I remain silent for a long time.
A loud peal of the alarm floods the room, reminding me the sun has
begun to rise. h sun, I see you also face to face. The sky bursts in hues of
blues, green, oranges and yellows, each color taking its turn and
merging from one another. nd in this brightness I face, I wish. I wish,
I, one day, someday, could or would strive out into the light, tearing
apart the hell, so that the pearl within may be recovered.
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The air is still and thick, the unlight catches
dust and moke like detritus of hope imploded.
Bodies he has een collapse, and he
had thought he'd seen the same for faith, but he,
til now, had only seen it hollowed - the termiteburrow emptiness, the leaking font
drained dry. This is panic boiling
the heart, the copper taste of bile in
the throat, the tightening noose around the skull.
This is collapse.
He lays at bedside porridge,
a leaf or two of brown cabbage, some wine
and gently shuts the door. Now he is flnished.
He starts to pray for forgiveness (for old
habits die slow) but stops himself. Instead
he stoops down low and gathers up his words
and slowly flings them, stone-like, to the dark.
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H

istory. Seems like nobody cares about it anymore, like they're too
busy to bother fmding out where they came from. But not me.
If you don't know where you came from, how can you know who you
are? I know all the stories, as far back as they go. My family as I know
it started when a fourteen-year-old boy named Achilles Pentholokos
came over from Greece on a boat. My father tells me his village was
called Pendoliphos, which means "city of five hills." It wasn't on the
coast, so I doubt there was much there - rocks, I imagine, and perhaps
a few goats. I guess that's why his parents sent him over here, whoever
they were.
In 1905, Achilles left the Thessaloniki region and steamed down the
Aegean to Crete, where he stayed with his cousin's family until it was
time to take a ferry to Naples. When the day arrived, they cooked
something nice for him, made sure his papers were in order, and sent
him off.
The boy had never seen anything like Naples before - the castles and
the churches and the modern buildings clustered around the bay,
Vesuvius looming over them all. The ancient Greeks thought Vesuvius
was sacred to Heracles, whose name, like our intrepid young hero's, is
found in Homer, but I doubt Achilles knew anything about that. He
had less than an hour to marvel at Naples before he was herded onto a
ship full of Italians leaving for New York, and ju t as his mind stopped
reeling, the Manhattan skyline stretched out before him along the
Hudson River.
Achilles soon made his way to the growing Greek community in
Marlborough, Massachusetts, where he worked in a shoe factory. His
arms grew thick from wrestling with the machines all day. He went
back to Greece to fight the Bulgarians invading from the north during
World War 1. Bulgarians used to be Turks, his yia yiail had told him
about the Turks when he was still a boy, and he wasn't about to let
them go mucking about in his native land again.
He returned to Marlborough in 1918, satisfied. The Bulgarians had
been routed, and the Ottoman Empire was no more. He brought back
with him no wounds, a few medals, and when combined with his
savings from the factory, enough money to get married and buy a car.
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The woman wa named ophia, and wi e he wa: he could write both
r k and ngli h v n though he had had only three y ar of choo!.
Th car wa a M d I T, and it had to b tart d with a crank in the
fr nt. chille w uld crank up hi car and go putt ring around town on
unday aftern n, de pite th enviou glare from hi n ighbor .
ob dy el from church had a car, n teen ather ichola. om of
the neighbors whi pered that perhap
chill wa getting to big for
his britch s, but h ju t jammed his cigar in his mouth, adju ted hi hat,
put his fre arm around ophia, and beamed at them a he trundl d
down th road.
ot quite a y ar after they got marti d, chill and ophia had th ir
chille named him J ohn, aft r his cou in who had been 0
fir ton.
kind to him, and phia added chill s, after her hu band.
I only know J hn chille through a photo taken on my parents
wedding day. H e stand erect and tately on the right id of the photo,
dancing with my m ther.
p tlight hine on the two, but John'
attention i not n th c ne at hand. Hi
v r face i turned abo e
th form of hi daughter in law, which i hardly n ticeable. What little
hair he ha left i gray, and hi deep black eye gaz off into th upper
left corn r of the photograph, at what I'm not sure - it's dark and
probably out of the cam ra's range. Hi fac is stern but softened, hi
eye piercing but glinting with tranquility.
fter looking at the photo
for a minute I realize he's not staring at anything; the light in hi eye
shine inward. H isn't in th cene at all. But it seems like he's happ
wherever he is.
Wh n John wa in high ch I h I e d working with hi hand.
Chances are you'd find him currying back and forth from under an old
Ford after chool, hi clothe tained ith grea e and a ocket wrench in
his hand. Senior year hi be t friend Ben talked to him ab ut opening
up a mechanic shop; Ben's fath r kn w some people at the bank who
could get them a loan. John tried pitching the proposal to hi parent
but knew his chances of succ
were lim.
ophia was kneading dough for koulourakiaiii when John bounded in
the door and plopped his books on the tabl. His fac flushed and hi
heart pounded as his grand plan came spilling out of his mouth to hi
mother in an earnest clutter of words . he stopped kneading turned
her thin face toward him, and made a nasal" h!"
She turned her face back to her dough, and her tight black bun t her
on.
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"B ut M a, we ... "
" h!" The noi e traveled from the tip of her tongue on the back of
her te th out through her pointed noise. " 0 mechanic for you! You
go to coll ge!"
"B ut M aaaa ... "
" sk y ur father!"
John tiptoed toward Achille, who was sunken into his favorite
armchair in the n xt room, flipping through the pages of Ethnikos
F;yri:x;iv, which he bought every day at the newsstand after work. He had
worked hi way up to management and had a bit of a paunch now. He
puffed on his pipe, scratched his moustache, and peered over his
newspaper at his on, his gaze ponderous and aloof.
"Yes, your mother is right. College for you." He went back to his
paper, glad he had avoided getting involved in that one. He smiled as
he heard Sophia's hmmph of approval from the next room. John
sighed and trudged upstair to his room, where he started filling out the
stack of applications ready and waiting on his desk.
He enrolled at New York University the next fall, majoring in
engineering. Back home, Achilles' newspaper told him there was
another war on. John made it through three years at YO before he
was drafted. He fought Turks in Macedonia too, if by "fought" one
meant "helped design radar equipment," by "Turks" "Japanese," and by
"Macedonia" "a laboratory in Onondaga County." While off duty he
met a girl from a nice Greek family in Syracuse. After the war, he
finished his degree and married her.
His wife's name was Zoe but she signed her checks Sue. All the men
who had taken her out on dates saw the wedding announcement in the
paper and wondered how someone a stolid and unassuming as John
chilles had curried the favor of such a belle while their own efforts
had failed, though they bore him no ill will. He was, after all, a hard
worker who didn't bother anyone: he kept to himself, mostly. The two
bought a house in suburban Syracuse, who e Greek community was so
small they didn't even have a proper church. John helped build one.
He worked for IBM designing computers, some of which were almost
the ize of the church.
John and Zoe had five children, two boys and three girls. My father
was the youngest. They named him Michael after Zoe's father and
chille after John's. Zoe loved Michael well enough but wondered
why h couldn't be a bit more like his older brother ick.
ick played
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football in high school and had a 4.0 P . He went to IvIIT to be an
ngineer, like his father. Zoe beamed. Michael wa on the debate team
in high chool and had a 3.2. He didn't get into IvIIT, but he got into
rthea tern, and g ddamnit, he'd how her.
e failed ale 101, .£ und J e u , and decided he wa going to Bible
c II ge instead.
''You're going where?" Zoe tood in the kitchen with curler in her
hair, hands on her hips and her h ad cock d to the side.
"To Bibl college. In Pennsylvania." His hair - blonde, like his
mother's - had grown into a long shaggy me of a thing. John put hi
ew York Times on the kitchen table for a moment and stared at hi on,
baffled. H opened the paper again with a snap that didn't totally
c nceal hi 1 ud igh.
"But why?"
Michael didn't know what to tell her. There wa Je u , ye , but He
wa al a mean to an end, a ticket out.
0 more
thnikos, no more
envi us glare , no m re prie t and neighbor and mother tacitly telling
you what you could and could not d .
one of their
Michael' ister and brother were all married now.
spouses were Greek, but times were changing, and besides, they all
came from good rthodox or atholic families. My dad met and fell in
love with a Baptist girl who grew up on a farm near Tunkhannock,
Penn ylvania. Her name wa ue, like his mother's, but unlike his
mother's, it was her real name.
Meanwhile chilies and ophia had died peacefully and reasonably
well off, no small thank t Pre ident Roo elt' new ocial ecurity
program. Although he wasn't sure exactly how it worked, chilie
would hear the politicians talking about it on the radio and ay" ee? I
knew America great country." He and ophia had een all their children
go to college, marry nice Greek people, and make lots of money,
e erything two immigrant c uld want. Like hi father, John had been
promoted to management, but he found the po ition miserable. He
hated doing paperwork and having to fire peopl. He began to spend
longer and longer period of time alone. When m father was home
from Bible college he noticed that his dad didn't talk very much
anymore. Thi worried him, but he didn't want to cau e any more
trouble at home. He wa getting married to the Baptist girl in a few
week and needed all the upport he could mu ter. His mom was frnally
onboard, but grudgingl so, he suspected.
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When I was growing up my dad would sometimes reminisce about his
father in glowing terms. He'd tell me how smart he was: "a lot like
you," he'd say when I brought my report cards home. He told me how
my grandfather was one of the only people in all of ew York state
who scored high enough on an engineering aptitude test given by the
military to work on radar equipment instead of fight in France. He told
me all the things his father had told him, how he'd supported him no
matter what he did. At family gatherings my aunts would dust off a
framed black and white portrait of my grandfather from his military
days and say how much I looked like him. They would stare at me
fondly and their eyes would get a wistful look and I could see that
though they didn't mean anything by it, they weren't looking at me at
all.
John Achilles Pentholokos, so beloved by his family and his
community, died of a heart attack in SUNY Upstate Medical University
Hospital at the unfortunate age of fifty-three. But he left behind a great
legacy, a legacy that sits right here, one that I'm sure he's looking down
on now with pride.
My speech is met with polite applause as I leave the pulpit and sit
down in the pew next to my parents. It's the thirtieth anniversary of my
grandfather's death, and St. Sophia Greek Orthodox Church in Syracuse
is holding a memorial service. I was the final speaker, chosen out of all
my cousins. Perhaps it's because I'm a history major and I'm interested
in such things; perhap it's because I'm the only one who volunteered.
I summed it all up, even though I've never actually met the man. My
dad's face glows and he whispers "Nice job Charlie" as he reaches over
and pats me on the back.
The sweet smell of incense floods the church as Father Andrew
strides toward the pulpit swinging a censer and singing in Greek.
"Aionia einai mneme" - Eternal be his memory. "Aionia einai onoma"
- Eternal be his name. The whole congregation stands up and crosses
themselves. My mother looks around and belatedly follows suit, but my
father still remembers what to do, even though he's been a Baptist since
before I was born.
After the service we're all clustered in the aisle on the way out the
door, my aunts and uncles and cousins telling me how much they liked
my speech. Just before I reach the door I feel a light touch on my arm.
It's Zoe, my yia yia, still elegant after all these years, with her pearls and
her makeup all in place and her hair just so. "I ... I liked your speech!"
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he ays, and nearly I k away.
er tactl ne i almo t legendary in
ur family
I w nder what' wr ng. Her eye falter and when the
turn back toward m e they're glancing back and £ rth 0 er my face,
trying
hard to b g nial they're almo t fr nzi d. "Y u know I wa
thinking, maybe you h uld talk to your father ab ut ... about the hart
attack. I think ... it might b good for him, you know? To talk about
it." h strain I ave her face a she smile and ki e me on the cheek,
but as I walk away I hear her let out a long igh, and I wonder.
Th n xt day w 're back hom in Tunkhannock. It' ummer and I
d n't ha e t g back to B t n ni er ity for two week - my friends
tri d to get m to come out with them again but I told them I don't feel
lik it. I it in an armchair reading Harper'S until my dad return from
on f the late-night walk he like to take. H take ff hi tan suit
jacket and hangs it n th rack, exposing hi thin frame. I set the
magazine on th coffee tabl and lowly stand up.
"Hi Dad."
"Hi h arlie . . . Wh'
at up.;:>"
"I . .. I have a qu ti n."
" ure, what is it?"
I nunciate I wly, ca ually, but I know my nonchalance come off as
fore d. " randpa John wa a little y ung to have a heart attack, wa n't
he?"
My fath r tiffen, and I get a glimp e of the warmth dis ipating from
hi blue eye befor th y fla h out the window. He mu e for a
moment, then mumbles, ''W 11, the nutrition wasn't 0 good back in
tho e day . .. "
"D ad, it wa 1973. l' e een pictur of the guy, he was in great
hape. Your whol famil i. nd I know he didn't moke."
His gaze skitters back toward mine. orne of the color has drained
from hi face, diluting his oli e complexion into omething more like
my half nglo one. He looks like a child who accidentally broke hi
mother's favorite a e while he wa playing in the gue t room, where he
wasn't suppo d to, and he's trul orry but he ju t can't tell hernot for £ ar of being yell d at or ent to hi room, but becau e he can't
bear the hurt he know would pass 0 er her face, if on! for a moment,
before she puts on a fake mile and t 11 him it' oka, she know it wa
an accident.
"Listen, can we talk about thi later?"
"Come on D ad, I need to know. 1. .. I ha en't been feeling 0 hot
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lately." I haven't told him about the bottle of gin I keep under m bed
at school so I can sleep at night. Or anyone, for that matter.
"It' tough, you know? Losing a father. I'd rather not talk about it
right now."
"J esus Christ Dad, it wa thirty year ago. You were m age back
then."
All of a sudden he's hardened; the moment of vulnerabili 1 gone, a
if it never was. The no trils of his angular no e flare and hi eye blaze
at me through hi gla es. ''You watch our mouth."
''You know I didn't mean anything by-"
''You know, I bet you'd feel a lot better if ou came back to church.'
"Oh God, not that again."
"And who' this girl you've been carousing with latel?
ow Rachel,
she was nice. What was wrong with her? You ought to call her and
apologize.' ,
ow my nostrils are flaring. "That's none of our goddamn
I bristle.
busines ."
"How many time ha e I told you, I will not tolerate wearing in this
household. In this hou e, we honor God."
"Oh give me a break Dad. You don't really belie e an of that hit,
and you know it."
The angry glint in his eyes has become dangerou , male olent e en,
and the color of his face has deepened from white to oli e to red. He
takes half a step toward me, pau e , then swi el around and talk out
the front door, slamming it behind him.
My arms are clamped to m sides and m fi t are clenched. He
almo t fucking hit me. I half wi h he had: then we could ha e reall
had it out.
I take a deep breath and walk over to where m dad" alked out. The
screen has fallen off the porch door, the creen m dad and I replace
ot
the glas with every year when the weather start to get nice.
knowing what el e to do, I grab a screwdriver from the toolbox in the
ba ement, put the screen back on the door, and tart fixing it.
Twenty minute later I hear tentati e foot teps on the porch. I glance
away from the TV show I haven't reall been watching anywa but I
don't get up. I take another deep breath when I hear the ke rattling in
the lock.
My dad softly slip in as I turn back toward the TV, now muted. M
armchair creaks while I slowl rock back and forth with m head on m
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hand and continue to stare at the image on the tele i ion, image I
can't make any en e f and don't really e . I can't ee my father ither
but I can £ I hi pr ence lingering in th dark ju t in ide the doorway.
He tep into the gari h glow of the TV and my eye are drawn to hi
and I ee that they're w llen and red around the edge and broken.
Hi loud niffle reverberates through the otherwi e ilent house as he
wipe his nose with the back of his hand. He strides behind my
armchair and I feel his hand - his other hand - on my shoulder. We
stay like that for a minute until he says," harlie, 1. .. "
nd I find my elf aying Dad, it' kay, I'm rry too.
few week after the wedding John recei ed me bad new. Ben,
hi old friend, had died in a car cra h. It wa n't his fault. They hadn't
been able to ee each other much over the pa t few decade - Ben wa
busy with hi mechanic shop, after all - but they wrote each other a
ften a they could. My parents wer visiting the day John found out.
"He shook," my father tell me, "like a leaf."
John had already been seeing the priest for help but after that he
started seeing the psychiatrist instead. The psychiatrist did all he could.
One day John got home from work early, when he kn w Zoe would
be out hopping for a while. He parked hi car in the garage and shut
the garage door. He dro e a Ford too, but it was a Crown ictoria, not
a Model T. It didn't need a crank to tart. In tead of going through the
door into the hou e John climbed back into his car.
he turned on
the ignition he thought of Ben. He hoped he wa happy, where er he
was.
things tarted growing haz he wondered what Greece wa like
- probably just a bunch of rocks, he thought, and maybe a few goats.
till, he had always meant to go there someday. Ah well. s he began
to slip from consciousness he aw the gleaming Mediterranean crashing
again t the hore of a rocky beach, and he miled.

"For I the LORD thy od am a jealou
od, vi iting the iniquity of the fathers
upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me. '
- xodus 20:6, King James er ion
ii "yia yia" - Greek for "grandma"
iii "koulourakia" - a lightly w eten d
reel cookie often baked in the hape of a
twist
iv "Ethniko Kyrix" - The
ational Herald, a reek-language new paper founded in
Boston in 1915
i
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I stand vigil around myself, grinning
like the flesh-starved heathens I am,
pointing ten spears like fIngers
between my ribs
digging for substance, soul, blood.
I drag barbed nail down my body
leaving leprous trail in my wake,
craving the crumbling disintegration
of my own skin and kulllike
the accelerated deterioration
of my keletal ruins,
abundant and silent in their unyielding dust.
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SILVERElTE-NEWWAVE FASOST D ATE ROUI1NE

Suburban girls hold lust intact
Like robots, boy thing is to react
When the suburbs outside are a black melted sea
Leviathans of light caress the streets
When brothers and sisters draw blood from elites
Ms. Silverette is searching for me
I'm that dolphin who sends out sonar
And gets nothing back
But watery white noise
Which Silverette (haunts)
So you begin building beautiful parts
In your head
And pretentious devices
That Silverette wants
-the dateI shot a heartlazer
(Into the murky cold suburbia)
It sped ruthlessly away
Like graffiti on a monorail- it's a massive pink storm of metal hands
And red-eyed ghosts with jewelry guitars
And clove cigarettes and boyhood scars
My random hand
Slices and destroys and remakes
My chest is the bureau holding clandestine flies
I reach in and do paperwork; my hand's the getaway car,
Speeding through bloody rain and ribcage highways for miles
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Pirate and amp.u::e
My face conte ted the redne of the wine
I tar d at h r brutally
I felt c vered in smoke-ting d mouth
I find the button f, r 'heartlazer' and I f.u::e at will
h artlazer is what y u hoot when you want to be malevolent
o make the dry c rner you can't tand irrele ant
You want that heartlazer to bounce off rain- oaked car metal
ink int the c ncrete, 1 ctric wet
Do an underground dance to un ettle
mp wer and recharge M. il erette
You want her to savor and make olute of the lyric
Really the whole thing i all too vampiric.
The ignal reached her, he grab it with fmgernail
nd put it in her p cket; I can hear her smirk
Yah, heartlazer work, cau e they're bright in thi murk
nd 0 d all device in id my tongue
I like to call it "the department ber erk"
I fir dick line
Tongue cann nad s
urotica napalm
eduction brigade
he hears my metallic tempo
To that her hip swayed
Time for the date
The eduction brigade
I goo e- tepped downtown on a rainbow
And I won't tell her an weird thing I know
I ee my friend : Chant the mathematic chant
To get them off my back, yeah that' that
Light cigarette for M. il erette
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The e wat r ar th haunt of H.M. . ilverette
he laid by the tr tlight, thin and demure
he walked arr gant, like a gho t at on her houlder
he wa undon ,carele cloth in orne me
atin and j an , cigar tte on her dress
I laughed and sh uted blad like command
I pat out idea from my random hand
I catter d it all to a tarry old and
"The h artlazer i your futur assa sin"
But he till himmered and danced, and whirred
I waited what would come of it, vi ion blurred
he aw all my la er , she spoke low in ice
he spoke matriarch, high priestess, all venomous nice
he said:
"I wanna wire your che t
Push machine in your brea t
o I can carry your packaged hart"
he confes ed
I aid "girl, you're no urgeon" Cau e I thought I wa ble ed
But then, but then she care ednd I woke up ynthetic, metallic, pos e sed.
I woke up distre ed
tolen and misplaced
Rewired and defaced
Like an amplifier dissected
My la er erased
n the monorail home I smoked to my elf
nd wondered how that bitch decanted my health
I looked back in ide of my ribs for the answer
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Realized h wa a thi f and a ex n cromancer
My heartlazer are gon
My hand ar abu d
ecau e in my bur au che t I ju twa robbed of a fu
r the ilver tte machine
I £ rget how t u
nd I just play the heartlazer fa ci t I ve blue
Becau e uburban ilv rettes hold lu t intact
nd like r bats, boy thing is to powerle ly
React
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aturday, I r ached th T wn f Piano Island wh n it began to rain.
e n h ur f jetting up and down highway ,b) ay, freeway and
int r tat
land d me mack dab in the middl of bum-fuck,
nowheresvill . It had nly been drizzling when I r ached the main drag,
ain treet on a ign, it
but by th tim I c uld make out the word
ain tr et wa riddled with Id buildings, lining b th
b gan t pur.
id
f th road.
-< ach on
appeared a barren a the now w t
id walk , but I g t the sense it wa n't th rain keeping the treet
mpty. Th fir t ign of li£ wer re aled at a toplight. orne Id
drunk wa managing to sl p through the teady torr nt
f falling
wat r.
bum, no d ubt. The town wa probably full of them. I didn't
giv him anoth r look and hit the ga. The Ford lurched forward.
'76 ountry quire ord at that. fter a full day of dri ing, he had had
n ugh to .
Th qwr rumbled a mile r 0 down th road.
he c llap ed
I port d th ign for the Piano I land Motel. The rain wa picking up
n wand I had t go e en slow r in the driv wa. I put her in one f
the many empty parking pac . Th place wa 0 dark, it 10 ked
clo d, but th ign had aid oth rwi . I checked my wallet - a £ w
crumpl d buck .
I got out and drudged to th ffice. There wa one of those creen
d or that mad b lis jingle wh n you w nt in. The office wa bl ak;
w d paneling lin d the wall and a dirty gr n carp t on the floor. In
the back I could hear a
mumbling. I pounded the top of the d k.
"H llo?" I y lied.
large black man m rg d from the backroom.
He wor a fi
'clock shadow and a white under hirt with y llow weat
stains.
"
dar m?" He a k d.
''Y p."
H r ach d under the d sk and pull d out a k y attach d to a red
plastic numb r thr .
" umber thr ." He ge tured with hi thumb, "Down th re."
'Thanks." I tarted walking away.
"H , 0, wait a minute budd), where' th money?'
" m, could I pay you the mon y wh n I ch ck out?"
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"No money, no room," he said, taking the keys out of my hand.
"Look, 1 don't have any cash right now, but I'm definitely getting
some ... soon. And it looks like you don't have too many customers, so
how bout cuttin' me a little slack?"
He pondered this for a minute. "How soon ya gonna get this
money?"
"Real soon."
"I'm really gonna need that money, ya know?"
''Yeah, yeah don't worry about it."
He gripped the keys with a fist on the desk.
"Lemme see your license," he commanded.
"1 don't have one with me right now."
"Well where is it?"
"1 just told ya, 1 don't have it!"
"Shit man, you show up here like some broke-ass bum and now
you're sayin' you don't even have a license? 1 mean, do you think I'm
an idiot? Why in god's name should 1 give you this room?"
"Look, all 1 can tell ya is I'll get that cash." 1 shrugged, he glared.
"And 1 ain't a bum."
"That car yours?"
''Yeah, you wanna go for a spin?"
"D on't get cute wit' me white boy, if that heap isn't yours, I'ma find
out in about 2 seconds." He put his hand on the phone, itching to dial
the pigs.
"Hey bud, no need to get antsy, the car's mine .. .it ain't hot or
anything.' ,
''Yeah? Well good, then go head and back it up in front, here."
"What? Why?"
"You ain't payin' shit, you don't have a license, I'ma write down the
plate numbers on that car of yours. You even think about running off
or something without payin' I'll have a whole fuckin' army of cops on
your ass."
1 wasn't about to lose the room so 1 trudged back to the car and put
her in front of the office. The guy looked hesitant, but forked over the
keys.
The room was small. There was that same wood paneling on the
walls, and an old water stain on the ceiling, directly above the bed. The
bed had some worn out sheets and a little, half-ass table next to it.
There was one light hanging from the ceiling and a small bureau in the
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c rner. I'd tayed in w r e.
I lay n the bed. Terrible. pring pu hed around the bone in my
spine. With one cigarette left, it'd be a long night. I lay with m e e
open £ r ab ut ten minute . I needed a drink.
Th quire had only a quarter tank left. I drove her back towards
town noneth les. When I reached the light at the center of town I
I oked for that bum again, but he wasn't around. It wa till raining, so
the guy must have gotten mart. I made the next right onto another
de olate str et. obody wa out but the rain.
I made anoth r right and after about a block I potted a small sign.
LIQU R. Thing I ked better alr ady.
I pulled in the little parking lot and checked my wallet. Eleven buck.
leven buck could get me about jack shit. I macked my pockets in
the slim chance I had some extra 'moola.' I checked my brea t pocket
and £ It orne paper. I pulled out a crumpled twenty. Jackpot. I folded
it car fully and jammed it in my wallet with the others.
The liqu r store was mall.
pretty little girl worked the counter. I
nagged the cheapest bottle of scotch they had. The chick rang it up.
Up do e her face wasn't so hot, but he had some nice tits.
ice
enough to fuck at lea t. I looked her in the eye, but he didn't return it.
" 0 you live around here?" I a ked.
he didn't answer.
I smiled and said, " orry, I'm Hank."
"That'll b $16.37, Hank." I gave her the 20.
"Hey uh, I'm not from around here, you think you could show me
fter your shift of cour e." I gave her another
around or somethin'?
little mile.
"Look ir, I dun no what girls you've been winnin' over with the e
line , but I ain't orne floozy."
" ha, okay, okay . . . 0 what' there to do in this town anyway?"
" ot much."
"Soooo what do you do, when ou're not running this fine
establi hment?"
"My husband, actually."
"Oh, your husband eh? I'm ure he's a great guy. What' he do?"
he ignored me, pretending to be interested in omething outside.
''Yeah I know, right," I aid. "Raining like a bitch today. 0, what did
you say your husband doe for a living?"
"I didn't say, but since you're 0 insi tent, he' in the military and
would prolly break your little face if he ever heard ou keeping thi talk
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up. "
"J d n't 1 ubt h w uld, but th
rvlC tak
up a I tta time, I m an
I b l h ain't ar und mu h h?" h glar d at m , attempting t I k
ng r d. h had a t rri I p k r fac .
"I I ' away .... but nly D r aliI whil ."
"Wh n' h du ba k?"
t."
right ar und th c rn r, I b tt r high tail it utta her
w up an b at my a. ugu t and pril, v ry cl
laugh d a thi n and I mirk d with h r. "W llli t n,
I 1 n't hav mu h
d
night, h w b ut I buy y u a drink
m wh r ?"
"I'm n a ar kinda ·rl."
w b ut y u help me
"
? W 11 wh aid any hing a ut a bar?
fini h thi
tch ?"
"llaha, y u ain' a quitt r, ar y u?"
p.
h w 'b ut it? I'm tayin' at th uhhh . .. m tel- metrun'"
r- h r, d wn th r ad; I c uld u a drinking bu dy t night."
thank, lac i a hit hI."
" ian I Ian M t I?
"
y u g t any brigh id a, r i thi th part
nd u
nding th night al n ?"
mil d, "Y u kn w wh r
1 n riv i?"
"

p "

h t k my r c ipt and cribbl d m thing n it and put it in my
hand.
I wink d at h r. " hank, d 11."
I rabb d h
t h and I ft. In th car lunD ld d th r c lpt. It
and ri f ir cti n . n th b tt m wa the tim ,
My a i w 1 m wi it b ping. I g t up fr m my p t liqu r
r na and I thr w my pant n. I lumb r d back t th 1 qUlre,
righ in th am pIa I had 1 ft h r, in h rain. Th day had b n
w ann
nand
th
wnp ur hadn't quit. My h
w r g tung
ak d thr ugh th
1 and my cl th
gan t tick t my kin.
h
ar' ba k at wa filling wi th rain.
m fucking I ak had
rung. h wind w alway ha b n a pi c
hit, but I wa n't ab ut
t tart fu kin wi th it all nigh. lick d up a r 11 f tilt pap r fr m
th fl r. It wa tiff and th h t tuck t g th r; it had b en under
th damn at D r w k, rna b m n h . I ripp d ut a bunch f pi c
8
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and jamm d th m int th c rner f th wind w, cl gging th 1 ak. It
wa n't g ing t d hit, but it wa all I had.
I mad it ut f th m t I with th wip r g ing lik mad. p cling
t ard the th r id f t wn. I
thr ugh th am r d light, I dr
pulled ut th r c ipt he'd writt n on but my w t pant had mad th
I n a n d h r h u numb r.
ink bleed. All I c uld mak
I tarted 1 wing d wn at
ry tr t ign.
h Y r hard t r ad
thr ugh th rain. I w uld ha lit a cigar tt , but I had m k d th la t
ry tre t that branch doff
n om tim b Dr. I topp d at n ady
fain tr t. ft r 20, fro trating minute mayb long r, I had 1 t
track f tim and I h ad d back t t wn.
I pull d up to the nl bar in town. Th w rd ,Pian I land Ta ern,
wer painted n an old ign n th r f. Th window had an rang
gl w fr m in id , making it th nly lit up j int in t wn. I go t ut of
th car and back in the rain. M back wa n w drench d, and my
und rw ar wa £ ling damp.
Th Tav rn wa par 1 p pulated, with a D w 1 cal at th bar and
me drunkard in d nim, h uting with hi budd. The guy 1 oked
tank d, blabb ring ab ut h w h c uld "wh p" hi fri nd in pool, any
da . He k pt winging a p 01 tick with on hand and pilling be r with
th oth r.
Th bartend r 1 k d quit
ld and when I approached him, h
med to ha tr uble eeing.
w b f wrinkl
n 1 p d hi y
along with a pair of agging
brow that
med to hang dang r u ly
1 w. I appr ached th meek t 1 king gu at bar, which wa n't a ing
much. He puffed n a Marlboro through a y II w beard. I g t j alou
onc I found ut thi man po
d th ability to maintain a cigar tt
with ut a hing, or r m ving it fr m hi lip onc .
I nodd d to him, 'Hey buddy, ju know wh r
1 n Dri i?"
m ke billowed up from und r hi
R cap. H n dd d hi
h ad in th dir ction of outh a t with ut utt ring a word.
eah, I wa wond ring if ou knew where thi place wa ." I ho d
th piece of paper with h r hou numb r und r th guy' fac. Th
man took a long ig from hi b r, d ning at I a t a third of it bet r
he
en glanc d at my pap r. H took n look at the r c ipt and
turned a fraction f an inch toward me for th fir t tim .
'It' right up ther, h grumbled mo ing hi ey in th
am
direction he had nodded.
''Yah . . . Thank ." I lid a few tool do n· h look d lik a man
9
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who needed his space. I grabbed the stool right m front of the
bartender. He looked even more deathly up do e.
''Yeah?'' he asked.
"Can I get a Hennigans on the rocks?"
"Ain't got it."
"Shit. Alright, gimme a shot uh your stronge t whiskey." The old
man fumbled with a glass, almost dropping it at first. He filled it with a
deep brown liquid that resembled whiskey, but was marked with a label
I wasn't familiar with. I put back the shot quick and threw a couple
bucks on the bar. I wasn't planning on getting hit-faced in this place.
Outside the rain was even coming down heavier than before. I
stumbled through puddles, blinded by the bullet-like droplet. I reached
the quire, half expecting to find dents from the lethal rain.
She started up alright, running almost on fumes now. I drove through
the red light and made a right onto King Street, heading in the direction
the guy had nodded. About 7 miles down the road the Squire was on
her last legs, but the next bend in the road revealed the beat up Glen
Drive.
A few yards up the road, I found the house. It was small. Little to no
light emanated from the few windows by the door. I checked myself in
the rearview, inspecting my hair, smoothing it down in certain parts. I
rubbed any shit off my face and cur ed myself for driving into the
boonies just for a little pussy. I grabbed the scotch and headed to the
door. Fucking rain never let up. I went up the wooden steps, opened
the plastic door and pounded the wooden one.
There was a "Come in," from inside so I pushed through.
"Hello, there," he said.
"Sorry, I'm late - I, uhh ... "
"
0, it' fme."
I stepped inside, out of the rain. She was lying on this shitty couch in
the middle of the room. She lay in this odd way that kind of reminded
me of my ex-wife. One leg propped up on the couch's arm and the
other hanging off the end, just like Fran used to do. Her head was
turned facing the TV and she had both arms folded on her stomach.
he had on tight blue jeans. The ones that are so tight they hug the
girl's ass, making it look real round. She wore this brownish, sort of
lacey blouse that cheap girls will wear to try to look nice. You could tell
it was cheap, but it made her tits look good.
The room wa small, but from the looks of it, bigger than most room
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in the hou . It had thi peeling pin trip wallpap r lining the wall .
The room it If had cl e to nothing in it but thi old yellow couch in
he TV wa propped on thi weird hand-me-downfront of th TV.
looking table. hen on the right ide of the r am the wall op ned up to
a small kitch n with grime-stained tile .
" ic place," I aid.
"Thank . .. it' home ... You can it if ya like."
''Yeah.'' I at down n the far ide of the couch a he wouldn't ha e
t m e from her po iti n too much. "I could make u both a drink ...
With that," h aid, ge turing to my bottle. I had it cradled in my lab.
''Yeah, pI ase. That'd be nice." he took the bottle.
he wa g d with the drink .
at too much ice, rna t worn n load
up a drink with ice and it ruin a good scotch. The TV was till buzzin',
and I had no pr blem with it on. h left it on thi one channel that
wa playing thi m vie, Wait until Dark. It wa the only thing worth
watching ut of the 4 working channels. I hadn't een the flick in ear,
but it wasn't too bad with a drink in my hand. We'd fini h our drink
and then h 'd take our glasses to th kitchen and refill them.
The only light n in the house seem d to be thi trange lamp, near
the ink, in the kitch n.
ny other light came from the TV. It colored
our face a grayish blue. Halfway through th movie I tatted to feel
the alcohol warming my ein. We both were getting pretty liquored
up. I felt good for th fir t time today. During commercial I made
some small talk with h r. ound out her name wa Lizzy, he had li ed
couple times I got h r to laugh. I told her
in the town her whol life.
about being n the road and how I tried pis sing in a bottle once. I had
to make good tim , on m wa out to Flag taff, a I couldn't tak too
man tops. I had to pi s so I ju t put the bottle down there, holding it
under my dick and when it eem d po itioned alright I let it flow.
he
Fucking pissed all over m leg and nearly drove off the road.
giggled, but I u pected it wa the booz laughing.
We both kept silent when the rna ie would com back on. I kept
thinking about if it was hard for 01' udrey or usie Hendrix as she wa
called in the rna ie, to act like a blind chick. h eemed real good at it,
real natural. I wonder d if he e er got fed up on the et or omething,
having to bump into shit and fake like she didn't e it.
omewhere between my 7th and 9th drink I tried a ubtle approach,
inching toward her. I knew he knew what I wa up to, but he didn't
rna e away or say anything a I figured it wa mooth ailing. I got kind
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of clo e to her. A few times I gave her legs a quick glance. They were
looking pretty good in those tight blue jeans.
The movie was long but we were almo t near its end. Then there was
that part where guy jumps out of the shadows. Lizzy got a little scared
and sort of jumped in my lap. The movie ended, I finished my drink
and went in for the kill. I pushed her head against the couch a little and
gave her a big kiss - she didn't resist or anything. I nudged her with
my hips to lie back and she did. I felt like I was in fucking high school,
making out with some teenager, but I didn't let it bother me. We kept
at it and I moved to touch one of those legs when I saw the lights.
Above us on the back wall two huge bright lights appeared, like two big
yellow tits. I sat up and looked towards the front window. A car had
pulled up.
"Who the fuck is that?" I asked.
She just giggled at me. The bitch was drunk.
"Is that your fucking husband or something?"
"No! I told you he's away." She put on this big grin. I wasn't
following.
"Who's here then?"
I heard heavy feet climb the wooden steps before the door swung
open and the silhouette of a man apeared. The guy came in, looking
pretty haggard. The heavy scent of beer and rain soon stunk up the
room. t fIrst I couldn't really make him out. My vision was a little off
and the kitchen lamp was lighting his face weird. There were all these
long shadows under his nose and eyes. He kind of reminded me of the
guy who had lurked in the shadows, from the movie. This guy had on a
stained denim shirt, only buttoned half way up. He wasn't too tall, I
was probably taller, but he certainly wasn't a small guy. He stumbled
further into the room and slammed the door behind rumself. I could
see his face clearer and my mind unclouded just long enough for me to
remember the denim clad drunk at the bar. Up close he had this strange
German shepherd look about him, with his head hanging over his chest
and his mouth half open exposing a very red tongue.
He gave a little half smirk in our direction.
''Who's your friend Lizbeth?" he slurred.
She was still lying back on the couch. "He's a friend . ...One of those
outta towners. You know em Jimmy . . . real nice types uh fellas ."
The guy let out a short laugh. ''You wanna drink, friend? I'm sure
Liz's got some shit in that kitchen . .. works at fuckin' liquor store for
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hri take."
" ctually I'm ju t pa ing thr ugh. Wa about to h ad out, right
b .6 re y u showed up. But uh, ya know, feel fr e to pour a man
drink for ya elf a y u want. Heck I'm n t gonna top ya."
"H ad out, h? Look like you were ju t getting ettled."
zzy
laughed.
" ome n, Jimmy," h aid. ''You're gonna care my new friend. He
d n't hav t have a drink if he d n't want one." he peered 0 er the
couch miling at the guy.
"he' right, Jim.
h la t thing 1 need i another drink, if I'm e er
gonna wake up tomorrow." The guy furrowed his brow, giving me this
1 k like he didn't und r tand a thing 1 said.
"Hey n w, friend . You know it ain't polite to turn down a free drink
roun' here. Matter fact, me people consider that an in ult... hit, 1
g t thi buddy in the next town 0 er. Ya follow? Well thi guy got the
hit beat outta him .6 r refu in' a drink. 1 mean really, thi kid got the
tuffin' beat traight outa him!"
"Lik 1 said, I'll ha e a drink . .. Pour away."
" h, 0 now he'll have a drink. You hear that Lizbeth? Your friend
will have a drink now." he had lain back down and let out a giggle in
re p n e. he then attempt d to nur e her drink, while till lying down
and spilled on herself. ome cotch trickled down her cheek, stopping
at her ear.
" ay what kinda friend are you anywa ,friend?" He tatted quinting
at me and 1 figured, if 1 had to, 1 could punch him in the throat and ju t
to s him out of the way. '" uz 1 got thi real bad memory, and right
now it ain't workin' too good, ya e? 1 ju t can't eem to remember
nd t tell ya the truth, I'm a real do e
ever m ting ya before, friend.
friend uh the family h re ... reeeal do e ... you could say I take car of
things round here when Bill ain't around. Make ure nothing screwy
happen, a follow?" 1 tayed quiet, watching hi eye. " 0 I figure,
you're a friend, I'ma friend, we're all fuckin' friend right? 0 1 mu ta
known you from som where ."
1 tood up from the couch and kept m e e locked on hi. ilence
fell over the room. I didn't look, but 1 took a gue Lizzy had pa ed
out. In tead he broke th ilence, ''You don't know thi guy, Jimm . I
told you he ain't from around here or nothing." he let out another
laugh, "1 bet ou could get to know him, though."
He continued to tare me down without giving Lizzy a glance.
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Thing w r about to g t out of hand and if I didn't ay omething
now old Jimbo looked like he would tear me a new one. "I'll tell ya Jim,
thi girl' mart. h' dead right thi time. You don't know me ... You
don't me at all. Fuck man, I don't even know you.
nd I gotta tell ya
Jim, I plan on keeping it that way. You ain't gonna ever know me. In
fact I'm gonna walk right over there, head out that door and you're
gonna hut the fuck up and that will be that." He gave me hi mo t
menacing stare yet, but I saw through hi eye . I could ee it, he was
thinking twice about starting any kind of brawl now.
H spoke again in a deep whi per, "I'ma make thi ea y, friend. I'm
gonna open thi here door, you're gonna walk outa here, and I don't
ever, and I mean ever wanna ee your fuckin' ugly a s face around here
again." He opened the door and held it for me. I stood without
moving. "I ain't gone say it again, you git from this house and I won't
break your fuckin' leg." I waited a few seconds, and then took my time
walk to the door. My eye never left his. I passed within inche of him,
stepping out through the threshold. I was ju t clear of the door when
he tried to pull a fast one. From some undisclo ed location, the
drunkard pulled out a beer bottle and with one wift motion rai ed it
above his head like a club, and then attempted to bring it down on
mine. Jimbo had had plenty to drink and hi arm wa lower than my
feet. His face distorted in a demented narl as he focused all hi energy
into bashing my kull. Ju t a hi bea t-like hand were within inche of
pummeling my face, I moved. I moved with a speed that I had only
known in the early days of my youth. I took 2 step out ide, while
simultaneou ly lamming the plastic door quare in Jim' face . The
bottle shattered against the door and hard of gla
exploded
backwards.
few hard tagged Jimbo, or so I presumed by the way he
cla ped his face with both hands. The drunken bastard tumbled away
from the door hollering in pain. oon I heard Lizzy screaming too. I
de cended the tep and had to laugh out loud; the fuckin' cocksucker
de erved a couple crapes.
I wa 0 pleased with myself; I almo t forgot the rain. In the quire I
could mell the damp eats in the back, but not even that could wipe the
mile from my face . I tuck the key in the ignition and turned it. he
gasped and went quiet. I tried again; the engine puttered a little, but
refu ed to turn over. I tried several time ,but he wasn't starting. I lit a
match and held it to the da h. The little white needle r sted on the
bottom. EMPTY. I was fucked . I had no doubt in my mind that
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Jimb pr bably had a few extra gallon, but I wa n't ab ut to a k. I
punched th te ring wheel and got ut. I 1m w I couldn't tick around
her, car or no car. Jimmy wa ure to get that gla
ut and I wa n't
about to s e how well hi face wa healing up. Through th rain, I
tarted walking down Glen Drive, at a quick pace. I would ha e lit a
cigarette, but I had been out of them for hour. I checked th
with its glowing light, and read 3:45
It wa ver 7 miles back to town. What started a a bri k pace oon
became a low dragging of my 1 g , through the puddle and the dirt. I
had to k p takings breaks as my leg grew heavier to lift with each tep.
Then when it eemed like I could bear the rain no long r, my pray rs
were answered. Just like that, only 2 miles out from town, it just
stopped. The heavens were pent. I wa grateful, but till on the erg
of death.
I reached the inter ection by dawn. My legs burned and my head was
plitting, probably from the cotch.
nce I aw the light at the
inter ection, I made one la t effort to move my elf along. I almost
crawled through the inter ection, groping for the empty bench acro
the street. I sat down; on the very bench I had een the day before. I
wa oaked from head to toe and 0 wa the bench. My beard had been
active through the night and now a dirty array of hair had prouted
from my chin. The bench began to consume m and I yielded to its
might. My head fell back and my hand became weight in my lap,
impo ible to lift. I tried one last time to raise myself and mu ter orne
energy, but the bench had me trapped down. The wet, wooden, green
boards soon morphed into the softest bed Piano I land had to offer,
and I accepted willingly.
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MINT SHAVINGS
The e gentle scents of sex and
cigarettes were predicted in the quiet
kindling of your eyes. And as the smell dips
down the steps and scoops out the loneliness in this
hollow home, there is a secret memoir of our love, creeping
vine-y along the walls.
I will confide in the chipping
swallows and tell them that I can not say
I have ever loved another stranger more than
you. They pick away springtime with their clumsy
felicity; the gravestone of your faces rubs away, leaving awkward
grooves where your name once perched atop your nose.
A nostalgia grips my throat like
snot and slides down coy and green into
my stomach where the secrets sleep. In the cage
that is my belly I fmd with its twinkling gurgle that it has
not yet set free the cooing quails that nuzzle the doors of your
unknown.
Oh, to remember the longing
sweep of breath that fell from out the
puckered apple lip of night. I curl the memories
about my forehead into a smoky halo; dancing never
afforded the insane so much victory as the trifles and spoils of love.

But! alas- we know it's just the early morning and those soft charms
sting my skin like mint.
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OF LIES

I

never really hid my intentions from my mother about leaving. I told
her on a walk that I would be dead before I let any children of mine
stay in her house. She insisted she could protect them from Dad, and I
asked "Like you protected me?" If I could pinpoint the moment our
relationship ended, that would be it. I believe in more finite endings.
The men fInished moving the last few things into the truck and I
supervised while my parents stood around me, fllling the air with
confusion and sadness.
"I just don't understand why you are taking those things. What use do
you have for them at grad school?" Everything with even the mildest
sentimental value was loaded in the truck, a wooden barn full of
Barbies, eighteen boxes of books and two doll wardrobes, Veronica and
Samantha in pink dresses packed within. The men got in the truck and
drove away, to Chicago, where a storage room is waiting for most of
those things. My best friend and her husband pull in as they leave, right
on time. I am not taking my parents' car with me, as they expected.
"I'm not coming back." Mike got out of the car, and I noticed Mindy
had brought along one of her brothers too. I took a deep breath and
started saying the words that I had practiced for months.
My father's face got red in a preemptive explosion. I pulled a paper
out of my pocket, I had signed it days earlier under the watchful eyes of
one of my parents' friends. Lawyers.
'This is a contract, about my reimbursing you for the cost of my
college. Given my scholarship and my contributions, I fIgure you paid
approximately a hundred thousand dollars. It says that I'll be paying you
at least fIve thousand dollars a year, until I've finished paying it off.
Once I'm out of school, I'll try to finish paying it off as soon as
possible. I also ask that you remove me from your will. I want nothing
from you. If you keep me as benefIciary, know that I'm only going to
donate everything to charity." I put the paper in my mother's limp
fillgers. She stared at me in shock. My father was purple. He started to
pace across the driveway, throwing his hands around threateningly
though never actually speaking. I didn't pause in my speech; I had
practiced this when he was screaming at my mother downstairs every
few days, so I knew that I could say it without crying.
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"I called the p lice, ad, in ca y u d cid d t take thi out on,
M m. If y u want anyone t blame, y u hould blame your elf.
randpa and randma are c ming t
inc the police can't ta here
D rever. Th y already know. a do
eryone in Mom' family." 'ke
cam and g t the bag of cloth s in m hand. 'Tv changed m ph ne
u' e had tw nty year t
a
number. Don't try to contact me.
very thing you n d d to; you have no more lie that I want t hear."
The polic pull d up the I ng drivewa right on time and the dog
bark d menacingly, cha ing th ir car.
tall cop g t out. I kn It down
and call d th d g t me. rdim u ga e me long wet ki es and B.J.
I an d n m I ingly. My father tarted h uting at the cop. I gav
th m b th ki e,.£ r they w r my little brother . I stood and look d at
my m th r ne la t time. Th la t two minute seem to ha e aged her
but I aw her a rarely away at colleg that it is mar h r unfamiliar old
fac than my relation . "Bye, Mom." I got into Mike' car. Mindy slid
in n xt to m , h r broth r clo d th door. The cops w re holding my
father away fr m the car. Mike backed out of th driveway. My mother
n v r mov d.
Li.£ at my house wa particularly loud when I wa b tween five and
twelv. creaming tarted at ix in the morning, and often wa my alarm
clock for ch 1. It topp d at nin with "I'm going to b d" or a
slamming door giving way to blissful ilence.
t five, my parents stood
creaming in the kitchen. It was not a n w occurrenc and in my littl
kid brain, it wa the final straw.
I pack d my red suitcas with th black stripes full of Hess trucks and
Barbie , becau e I had prioritie. neaking ut of the front door without
making a und t k a long moment ince the door creaked with e ery
moment and I had to do it during th creaming. In my ock, I kipped
out to th pond, free at la t. Little girls weren't suppa ed to be out b
the water alone and I parked my uitca e b tween the pond and the
sh d and sat on it. Tim pas ed but an only child with two working
parents who didn't ha e time to play right knew how to elf-entertain.
My dog bby also fright n d b th y lling came out and la with me in
the summer un, and w talked about my parent. he rna tly li tened.
It i hard to rem mber how my parent reacted, realizing their child wa
missing. I don't know how I felt finding her ju t a couple of feet from a
thirty food deep pound that my father had found an 80 pound napping
turtle in just w eks before, but whate er their problem wa , it didn't get
better.
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My general conclu ion on my family i that I arrived eleven year into
my parents' marriage and they could n t adju t to dealing with a child.
That wa why there wa n ver the que tion of having another, a they
could barely handle the on they had. If there was ever any 10 e
betw n my parent , I arrived too late to see it.
My family keeps secrets.
v n I do . I know all about m mother'
every day lies to my father, and how when my father make any noi e
louder than a neeze, my mother's and my heart jump to 110bpm. I
know that they aren't entirely forthright with the government about
their income and they won't take an animal to th vet until it i too late.
My father' tyranny i ab olute and unque tioned. We cower and hide
like the dogs when he' on a rampage. I go up tairs to my room and
read a book while the screaming goe on down tair. It' hard to figure
out what they are fighting about, but it i probably about me. My father
has found me increasingly di tant from him, fa oring my mother
absolutely and he accu es her of tealing m from him. The only
stealing that has been done is him tealing any love I might have once
had for him. Hi con tant critici m, the yelling whene er he feel like it,
the stre of knowing that even a piece of paper left out where he
doesn't want it i enough to receive twenty minute of drill ergeant
yelling.
My mother is crying but I'm numb to that now. But then the
creaming changes, because my mother is doing it now.
'''{ou almo t hit me!"
"I did not. Je u, tella. I didn't touch you."
'''{ ou were going to!" My mother run up the stair away from him.
"I didn't do anything. tella, get back here."
he run into the
bedroom and slam the door. ' tella. I give up!" He torm off and
outside. Her door opens and I get off my bed to be the comforter. n
unlikely role for the 16 year old daughter who doe n't de erve thi
either. My mother i naked, and in a towel.
"I peed my pant." he says as he goe into the bathroom, and I
follow her. "I thought he was going to hit me." ometime it i n't the
physical abu e that hurt , it i the threat that he could do whatever he
want to you, destroy you emotionally and then if that doe n't work, hi
carred hand can teach you a les en.
Later, my parents' marital problem became clear. While they fought
over me ince anciy, over my straight ',my perfect attendance, m
exce ive achievement in anything I attempted. My father felt my hate
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and blamed it on her. They f, ught over me within ear hot becau e
th y couldn't fight er the truth. t the end of one fight, m m ther
looked up at me, tanding at the top of the tair and aid "Lo e i
never enough, you b tter r member that." If thi i what he called
lv, I could not imagine her hate.
or the truth about my parents relationship, I had to go to another
m m. he was as much a mom as she could be, hamele and mildly
nlffled. Baby weight till clung to her, though her hou e wa full of
teenager. In her late 30 , Wendy had her mother' face, laugh and need
to give away anything she had. he wa my nanny, though I don't
remember her as such ince she married when I wa five, and he was
nineteen. H annah was born too few month later, and J oey, then
shotgun wedding destroyed her relation hip
uzanne followed after.
with my parents, who had dreams of helping her afford college. When I
was twelve, my mother stared me straight in the face and aid "If ou
get pregnant, don't come home."
f her time spent in my house, I only have a photograph a proof, a
single picture of Wendy lying on the kitchen floor with me a a toddler,
even though he lived with u for two year . For me, half the ecrets
come in the form of little white lie about a past I wasn't there for or
can't remember. My parents assume I forget things; that it get 10 t in a
sea of old memorie which can't be interpreted by an adult mind. But
the things I do remember, that's where the lies come in.
Wendy gave me a sanctuary during my la t winter break at college.
if I was finally old enough to make my own deci ion to go ee her and
my parents couldn't stop me. I had ne er really thought of it that way,
but it was true. I hadn't een her since my graduation party four year
before hand, and her kid for more than se en. Wendy wa ju t a
lovely and happy a I remembered. I sat in her hou e with th three
teens, three rottweilers, and one Italian hu band and soaked in the 10 e
she gave everyone. There wa never any question of 10 e in her house.
It wa in every soda she brought me, and every time he li tened to
what living in my parents' house meant.
Of cour e, he knew what it was like having lived there. ''Your father
doe have a temper." The understatement of the year.
"Did my parents live together before they were married?" he rolled
her eye dramatically.
"Of course they did." Three year ago, m parents and I fought
viciously in front of their friends over that point. Both of my parent
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w r that th hadn t li d t g th r b .6 r th
r marri d
th
c uld inflict m m ral rul r f which I had t tand up to. Th li d
traight to m fac, r
at dl ,
n aft r I admitt d t r m Inb ring
ung that th had t g t
th m p cificall a ing t m wh n I wa
marri d
c uld t P li in in in' . h t ld m I wa making
up m m ri.
rywh r I turn d th r
li .
, id m fath r ch at n m m th r?'
t d in fr nt f th
fir plac and 1 k din m
t gi In th truth.
"Y . ' It wa lik th final c ntral puzzl
t put in t
plain
rything.
Wh
r n act d lik I wa a fragil
that could br ak if
m n 1 k d at m to hard.
Wh my fath r t pp d g ing to m m th r famil
hri tma .6 r n
r a n and b
t n ion
had t t P a- Ina-.
Wh m fath r w uld c m h m lat and tak un plain d trip that
w uld la t.6 r da .
Wh m m th r a al\i a cryIng.
I didn t a k .6 r p cific beau I didn't car . It .dn t matt r h n
t m
r wh . It wa ju t d1at h had. nd I a blindin 1 an
m th r.
m ti n ar n
r 1 a-ical.
b n
th id a f him d in

n u h to und r tand mon tar
th nand nand neith r
re an
man in
rap ct f h r life a
cu .
n : h i n t riou 1
fac f m fath r havina- b n orn
d n b thir
ar
into ju t a-ivina- in at
1) turn.
That h c uld
ith him hil h did that to h r i
unb li abl . What a t und m 1n r i that m c u in kn
about it.
it m aunt mu t kn
it and if n aunt kn \i it
r h r t kn
th all kn w it. nd n
n aid a ord n
n tri d to g t h rout f
f b comin an
n
n lift d a fing r. Th gr at t chall n
f th adult ar und
u. Ho
r I
adult i r e a-nizing th failin
r fu t mak th am mi tak a m par nt m m th r beau e I
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t have choic . I will be the fir t t ha e the word Doctor in front of
my name, but I am not the flt t one to walk away. Th r are cousin
who have left, who hav refu ed contact long before I was born. I u ed
to w nd r why, but in till family full of lies, ou ha e to I a e to get a
br ath f truth.
y m ther knew mething wa going on. When 1 came home fr m
Wendy' , 1 lay n my bed reading a book and refu ing to acknowledge
anyone. My mother tood in the bathr om d wn the hall, taring at her
face.
"Hey, come talk to me." he called, moving to her bedroom to make
the bed.
"I'm reading." 1 aid, and tried not to cry, the weight of the thing 1
knew h avy on my tongue.
"Tell me about Wendy and her kids," 1 didn't move.
"Maybe if you showed some interest and went and visited her yourself
you could find out." 1 mumbled.
"What?" he cam into my room.
"1 aid they wer fme. Busy." 1 went back to reading, and she tared at
me for a long moment before walking away. If she had told me the
truth right then, 1 might have been able to forgive her, but he took her
secrets and walked out the door. he wa a willing to include me in
every argument, wanting me on her side and et she refused to admit
the truth, that she had a perfectly acceptable excu e to lea e and she
hadn't taken it. She looked me straight in the e e and with her eyes told
me she didn't care that 1 will always have a fear of men, of creaming
when she could ha e pre ented all of that.
It took me a couple week at college to realize what wa different. "1
love you" wa never an abu ed tatement in my house. 1 heard it more
from cou in and aunts than from my parent. 1 heard once from my
father, during a screaming argum nt at twelve when 1 told him 1 didn't
think he loved me. He onI responded to screaming. My mother would
say it on occa ion like when 1 wa going in to surgery or leaving for
college that fltst time, though 1 don't e er remember hearing it when 1
was small. I'm sure the idea of love was a hard concept for my mother
to share at that age, knowing my father's love was with someone else as
well. There were ne er an hugs and kisses in m) hou e and now, 1 sh
away from uch contact from anyone but a lover. 1 ne er volunteered
the phra e to my parents, because the don't feel it, and m father has
consistently proven he doesn't know what the word mean. Four
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months before I walked away from them both forever, I couldn't hang
up the phone without my mother having it repeated to me. It seemed
like a desperate measure by someone who knew they were running out
of time.
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DOGTAGS

The last line is
87 feet of fucking dog tags,
Last minute appropriation of character
Tattoo on steel,
Fight with folding, inscriptionalia.
Minus seven or plus three,
Even cacophonous,
Uneven silences and I can't quite
Place
Last five letters of my name.
Identity met in propriety:

You told me to suck your feelings out
Through your eyes
But I bit a little too low
(Third off the nose)
Can't see it in a profile
But I know it's there.
But I know it's there.
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MILLE IAL

t' toa t to y u th, and drink
B £ r ur time. Th in anity
f thi new age wholly upports
That n w, w 're our most ane.
The tran c nd ntali t aid w w r all
nn ct d, and that meant e erything.
The bart nd r sigh la t call
nd it mean nothing.

When pirit i discarded, murdered even,
Will we lick it r mnant from behind our lip ?
ould D ylan, Young, and Lennon
Ever be mor than an ob cure allu ion
In me pr tentiou , leather-bound delu ion?
ur. Born-again
We're b atnik , p
in a haze of smoke and baptized sitting hotgun.
pen-air confirmati n on a mountain, houting
"
T RD Y ... "
The exi tentiali ts aid we were all
Connected, and it meant nothing.
The bartender call d me budd ,and
That meant verything.
miling while it rained in ide our head,
Crying bar foot on a bach as piteful
Tides ngulfed entir ca tl ,only to
Build them up again. on truction and
D struction and rep at ad infinitum.
We focu ed on fre 10 through rear-vi w a
Incense moke e p d b tween the crevice
round the door, acro the windowpane into
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The nostrils divinely drilled into our heads, and
Took hold there, as if it thought, "This is right,
Amor. Ye , this i home."
s dove , we mourn the death of freedom, and
Cry, like others before us, until our voice is
Stolen, quick as a drunken cigarette.
It's said we never realize what we owe, instead, we
huftle off the debt, and hope integrity
Forgets.
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GLOOMY Su DAY
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Thomas Richter

RAIN THAT SLEEPS BY ITSELF AT TRACK
NUMBER 5

Moi t seats and clammy clothes.
Muddy footprint mazes
muddle the floor.
Rain alliterates
the disgruntled:
their luggage lumps
and burnished umbrellas.
Like the train schedule ticker
and the ticket window
attendan t drumming his fmgers
the kind of rain that
missed the four 0' clock
to Chicago; fidgets
in line, checks its watch.
Cumulonimbus bosses,
grayscale portfolios-business the only thing
waiting down the track.
Wallowing rain.
It drivels alone on the bench.
Crumbs. triped shirt.
tains from lunch on its collar.
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SWEET

S

m watch d n their t 1 i ion. om, on their way home from
me prayed.
work, li t ned on the radio. orne prot ted in ang r.
Th cer mony went on nonetheless a it had for year , inexorable a the
Machin it If.
It b gin ,a important c r m rue do, with the nati nal anthem, a
th cam ra fad -in t a warmly-lit and dignifi d room. The bookca e
and m lding ar made f thick, p li hed mah gany. The wall are
er the riental carpet on the
paint d a rich e ergreen. In the cent r,
hardw d-panel d fl r, th re ar tw large ictorian ofa with high
back and ft cu hion titched in burgundy. The book helve are full
f fir t and c nd editi n pi ce of world literature. n antique a e
patt rn d with elegant chinoi erie tands on a pede tal in on corner, an
m rican flag in the other.
The song finish ,and for a mom nt th r i silenc. The iewers
ha e time to adju t them el e to this grandfather's stud; to sip from a
gla of hot liqu ur r t uch th ir child' houlder. To remind them of
what i g d and wh Ie m and li tnt th crackle flog peciall
mik d t r call pl a ant winter, .D.R., and apple pie. We are allowed
t m ditate n thi £ r awhil .
D nald take ff hi hirt and tand in front of the mirror watching
th skin on hi collarbon bri tl and bump. xpres ionl , h feel the
tuft of scraggly hair at th center of his che t, looking at the pots and
por s in hi complexion, almost kis ing hi mirror- elf at the part of hi
upper lip wher the tubbl i alwa) darker and thicker no matter how
d e he ha e . Blue e) . Rough and) hair.
He tand back and 10 k at the hape of hi upper torso, pulling the
hem of hi pant d wn around hi hip 0 to see the definition of
mu de and fat - h w the meat of the rib pull the skin at mid ch t,
and how th mall exce
of mod rn li ing ha gi en a defined line
wh re th tw hal e f hi body conn ct. H grips hi bell) on each
ide, pinching it re erve . H' filled out. He admires the thin lin of
hair that tra els fr m b 1 w the belly button but does not quit r ach
hi che t.
He feels reckless and grandio e. Almo t royal.
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Someone knocks on the door behind him. An aide opens it. The man
is dressed in a black suit.
It's time, he says.
Time.
There are no fireworks or fancy computer graphics. The event begins
with the rarefied air of a State of the Union address. Then the camera
pans to the right as six young men enter the room with military
precision. They are straight and tall, with short hair, clean faces, and
handsome mouths. Each wears a matching navy-blue suit, red tie, and
plain starched-and-collared shirt. White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, biracial, multi-racial - they are culled from the smartest, strongest, and
most courageous; the top cut of a wide field of applicants. The melting
pot.
The leader stops and stands at attention, turning towards the camera
and looking past it. The rest file in, lining up shoulder to shoulder, six
abreast, and each of their faces are given a gentle zoom and glide. They
look sharp, determined; proud.
Now we see it, at the other end of the room. The Machine. It is a
particularly nice one, set in a tall baroque hutch, and not the simple
molded plastic of the ones that sit in the general practitioner's office.
But it has knobs and buttons and colored lights, as most Machines do,
and emits a low, vibrant whirr as it rests in standby. So were it not for
its ornamental chamber and the great solemnity and refinement of its
surroundings, were it not for the great power of its innards - it would
seem utterly out of place.
A military doctor in uniform comes in with a stethoscope and bloodpressure pump and pen-sized flashlight and goes over the boys one-byone, widening their eyelids and prodding their throats, making sure they
are fit. But this is fanfare. The boys have been checked and re-checked
for weeks.
As the doctor moves down the line, a deep and pleasant baritone
voiceover begins:
"Tonight we honor those who have sacrificed themselves for
freedom ... "
Just a minute, Donald says, as the aide nods and shuts the door. There
is still a half hour before the ceremony begins.
He puts on his starched white shirt, buttoning slowly from the top82
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down, and tucking it int hi pre ed blue trou er . Hi right hand
hake a little a he fa ten the tie around hi neck, carefully knitting the
cravat in th mirr r. Hi expre i n i tony, but he' aware. Like Easter
Is/and, h think, and mil inwardly at the reflection of hi long no
He it down in an old hard-backed wooden chair, et up ju t
oppo ite the mirror. H look trim.
Dapper, he thinks. word randma u ed on tele i ion.
We'r n t r ally supposed to talk you know, Donald aid.
It wa hi fir t w k at th application compound. H didn't like it.
Th place wa cl an, but cold and military, and the boy were kept in
g neral is lation while th y wer poked and t ted. Donald wa getting
tir-crazy.
Yeah I know, the other b y an wer d.
Th y had met in th hallway by accid nt. oming back from a pi s, or
imply re tle - D nald wa happ for th companion hip. They toad
£ r a few moment , ju t taring, before th other pok up. i fri nd
wa a tall, hand me, black kid with broad houlder and a quare jaw.
D
u want a cigar tte? he repeated.
Donald looked at him, then shrugged. ure.
Th other boy pushed himself off the wall and toad up.
L t's get outsid ,he said. There's only one guy on watch right now.
Th two walk d down the corridor and out a metal ervic door. It
ga e a loud cr ak as D onald' companion turn d the handle and pu h d
it op n. The cold air hit them both, stirring th m from the r main of
their leepy daze.
What's your name? D nald a ked as th boy pull out a pack of
amel , rapping the package again t hi palm.
Thoma, he aid, extending th pack. D onald took it. Your ?
Donald.
Good name, he said. ld name. H put a cigarett in hi own mouth
and lit it.
Donald took the lighter and did his. I gues , h aid.
The two stood in silenc for a £ w moments, br athing in the night air
and watching the warm breath and smoke mingle.
So why - aid Donald.
-did I tryout? Thoma aid. That's the qu tion veryon \.\ ant to
know, i n't it? ven from ach oth r.
He smiled. But we're not suppa ed to talk about it, h aid.
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nald
k a drag and tar d at h gr undo h rna paused and
grunt d.
If Y u back d rn again tarn t, h aid, l' ay:6 r my family.
I J t k a 1 ng drag.
nald tal< a d p br ath, ati fj d with th n at tie-j b. e take
th navy-blu ja k t ff f th hang r in hi b ud ir and lip hi arm
thr ugh h 1 V .
r ju tam ill nt h cl
hi y ,centenng
him Jf. j I an D 1 th minut ticking away, th rche tra warming
ur. ru hfully, h ' a littl car . nd h mi
Th rna. e mi e his
I t fri n 1.
lik .
J I w nd r what th
nIt mil thi tim.
t even on
SUJeet)you idiot) h think.
th in i le.
mv n
d, at 1 a tnt anym r than he m ant
Man didn' rn an
rn, r th wh 1.
wa ju t alway tinkering.
inv n th a mi
f
Alway pu bing th limit; alway unc rking P ibility, t gardle
h
n qu n
I I w di 1 th Mahin w rk?
pI ,if th y v r kn w, had forg tten.
Ij w d
a V play r w rk?
high-d finiti n tel vi i n? It w rk ,
and ha' all that rna r d. It pt dict d d ath, hat wa a fact. It did that
v ry w 11.
Imp jbJy w 11, in fa t. Infallibl. 11 it n d d wa a bit f y u, and it
w uid t 1J y U, in h r, cryptic, and m tim it ruc text, ju t h w you
m pani b gan t t quit t ting f ev ry p licy
w uld di . In uran
-h ld r.
b li v In th Machin's accuracy.
thers
h divin.
ill
aw it a th ir tick t t moral
t
a Ign
d.
h r hid.
banknl t y. m pr
j n i abJy, fear pr ad.
bj ctiv ly, th Machin didn't tell people
mu h m r han h yaIr ady kn w - hat h
r h wa g ing t die.
ut that djdn' matt r. P pI r b II d, and th r wa c nfu i n, ri ts,
and n L Dw d ath b D r th g v rnm nt g t v rytrung under
c n r J. B D r th y b gan th
" n I tha' why w valu
ill n hay mad her
t njgh ," th ann uncer aid.
ot m n, by,
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it d wn again t th wall. We're
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n t m n y t, h ay.
D
n't matt r, Th rna aid. f n. B y . Bra ery. tupielity. W rId'
fuck d anyh w.
That wa n't what I wa g ing t a k, D nald aid.
? Th rna aid. Th n what?
nald I k d up int th chilly night can Pl'. Th tr ,the
rnm nt h u ing, hi cry tallized br ath. It all e m d unreal; lik a
g
big and c mpl x eli rama.
homa hrugg d.
It just happ n , y u kn w? H aid. Y u d thi for your family for
y ur c untry and th 'r
t £ r life. Th r 'purpo t thi.
H aid it mphaticall .
D nald n dd d.
flick d hi cigarett and op n d the d or,
g turing with hi hand a th fluor c nt light pill d nt th a phalt.
nd anywa , y u' alway got a choic , Th rna aid. It' ju t ugarwat r, u kn w.
D nald mil d at th j k .
T
w t for word , Th rna add d with a wry grin. He op ned the
d r back t th c mpound and g tur d inward.
ft r
u, h aid, a th la t twirl of m k from an un tamped
mber waft d t ward a cl udl
k .
w k lat r Thoma wa h d out.
me ne caught him with a joint
m d. Donald ne er
b hind th dump t r. ot the right caliber, it
aw him again.
Th doctor pull th
t tho cop
ff f hi ear and tand up,
n dcling ff- cr n . All t.
The bo click th ir h I and turn to face the Machin. The blackhair d b
in front t p up to the cabin t and plac hi I ft index
fing r in th n edl - lot. It draw a drop of blood and print a rec ipt.
Hi right hand i at hi id, clutched in a fi t.
Th ne t bo t pup. H ha hort black hair and b autiful brown
e e . Hi mouth ha a d licat
ftne about it but hi jaw i tight. Hi
blo d i drawn; h take th r c ipt in hi hand. ne by on the boy
draw th ir lot.
ach bo look at th trip of pap r olemnly for th r qui it thr e
econd ,gi ing th cam ra tim to ho th r ult to th auelience:
Boy

umb r

n:
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nd an ther:
W
T
d nau urn.
Th b y lin up behind th c uches and wait until the last has
fmi h d, th n, thre -and-three, sit down on the old divan.
Ther ar ix gla es on the table and ix ilk napkins.
The boy pick up the gla e in uru on and drink. It does taste sweet,
D nald think . It' the sweetest thing he' ever tasted, yet it doesn't feel
ickly. ike ambrosia.
The b y hold hand, a the ro m start to slip and shake. Donald
clo e hi eye.
Thi i it. Th Machine is never wrong.
ix gla e it n a table. ix boys sit on the couches, their hands
clasped, their eye cl ed. t Elr t their che ts rise and fall, gently, like an
el ctr rue bell w . Rhythmic. Then the rising stops. orne give a little
hudder Elr t, ther don't.

"We are till a country able to make our own choices," the announcer
ay . "To make the right choices. The la t country in the world that is
till free - we own the Machine. The Machine does not own u ."
b y with sand-col red hair lie amongst the bodies, fmgers twined
with hi two n ighbor . A the camera pulls away, almost imperceptibly,
a hand move . Vi w rs crane their neck toward the set.
But nothing el e happen . Ju t a residual twitch.
"
odrught merica."
My frien~ you would not tell with such high zest
To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Lie; Dulce et Decorum est
Pro patria mori
-- Wi!fred
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wen Vulce et decorum est}

Ton Ifj'11ne

AMORPHOU

Blu h bl tch stain b neath pearl n cklac
in ight lide to th right ide
Three ch rd ound trongly f
naIr ady ru ty r ndition, age old
Fa orit tre t light ymphony played
In an obscure key
t a poon f blood
till warm and taken carelessly
rom a thumbprint pre sed again t
clever wind of chang
pr ads acro h r che t and ettles
little to the left
The b d pales when held to the light,
Translucent and lovely, brightne glide
Thr ugh kin stretched 0 er flexing mu cl
nd tear ea ily on sword that accel rate pulse
B autifully harp ned broken gla from
Window pan in th house where he grew up
jaw that et like tone while sl eping
nd bones that crack and broaden ten ely becau e
h wear her feelings lightly ff the houlder
nd he' slightl off center wh n it comes to
Matter of minding manner and holding
Her tongue that parts illicitl) 10 ing lips
He looks through h r like tain d gla
nd her eye turn dark torm-brewing,
winter's kyat midnight
he sink deep into heet oft
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And pink like the scar
On the backs of her knees
Warmth makes her a little less exacting
Than the known necessity of lives past
She'll turn slowly to see a white dress
Drifting downstream, her mother's perhaps
And Atlantic's deepest waters drench the satin
That she rests her head on at night
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Dam Tacsuno

MAD My FRI
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Jan 0 ' eill

'><.

-1- 1FOUND 1/ A \(F

LAS H L I G H

The winds converged seven miles off shore
The larger came from the Ivory Coast
Harrowing routes once bloodied by
Slave traders. The second emerged
From the Bermuda Triangle
Coursing in the wake of
Augusts calm closure
Sending a vanguard breeze
The caress along the drapes at sunset
Tonight we explored our grandparents
Attic before breaking the small bay
Window that once caged us
From exploring the abandoned
Tower used centuries ago to
Watch for an ancestors sails.
Below the breakers burned
And rabidly spewed foam
As boys threw stones into
Wave's gaping maws.
A curtain dropped
Clouding the horizon
Crimson. Buoyed cowbells
Bleating tankers, the jive
Of a fisherman's sails
Whispers from hadows
90

T)

I

cr am d to th hor with
ry fury and B rmudan a uranc

Th ymph ny of th quall
Wa applaud d by th awning and
R mind d the albatr
t migrate outh.
Th n th chap I bell b gan to toll.

Th

light flicker d within
ighth u ; it wa dormant,
Bard d, and b lted.
p rat r or intrud r?
park th gen rat r!

Th wind wa a mi t b) th
Tim w £ und a fla hlight to
ar thr ugh c bw b pan and
lucidat th b ac n aphotic cor .
~*

** ~ - ***

I aid fla rung ellip
until
h b am in id th t w r
pa m dicall) 0 ciliated
nd di appeared.
2

aid patch click
It claim d,

--- -* **

~

** *-

*3

1"

2
3

drn mn th likhth br ". i .. "Tlln! 011 the lights bro"
e you redarded; i.. r you retarded
bviu 1)' Y u dunt n we lor
d; i.e. bviou ly you don't knO\:

lor e

ode
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A rogue wave broke on the
Lighthouse base, scattering
Gulls, scavenging their catch
~~* **~ ~**

*

~~~ ~** ***~

**

~~~ **~

*** *""**

""*~~

""*"''''

Spat the paroxysmal cupola,
Accentuating every dot twice

**

"'*~*

"'*

~"'~ ~

**** *""

~*"'* ~~~

*~*

** **"'*

***'"

~*"'*

"''''''' **'" *"'* '" **'"

~*~* ~"'~ **~

~*""*

*'" *~~* *
*** **** ** '" ~*"'*
"'~'" **~ *** * 7

**'" *"'*

*'"

*~**

~~*

*** '"

* ***

~* ~

**

~'"

****

~*~*

~

****

I fued back as clouds
Distended overhead, veins kinetic
Pulsating, primed, potentially the
Payload of the Trinity Test.
Beneath the voltaic babel of
Cobwebbed fusillades, the sea
Turned gray and anarchistic.
The waves grew rowdy and bull
Rushed the Lighthouse, rattling
Beams and pocketing bricks
~*~'" ~~~

"''''''*

**~ ~*"''''

*~*

"'*

~

"'*"""" """'~*** * ~ '" * *~*
"''''''' *** *"'''' ** ~~8, I said as

A ball of lightning crowned the tower
Like a radiant cantaloupe or
Dude, obviously you can't spell
5 0 yea wiseass
6 I charv your turnstone; i.e. I will carve your tombstone
7 Not if you can't escape your shitty lighthouse
8 Yo guy, you better learn to swim
4
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* *~

1 Found A Flashliaht

- *** -**

'-*
latile dreamcatch r within th
1 ud like aD ty n t for falling tar .
ike li wire protected
By rubb rca ing which
Hang n a final twine
Th ighth u began re p nillng
nd th twin broke and the sk
11 with J vian
erocity upon the breakers
*-* ** *** - -* **... putt red th
Lighthou b D re growing dark
-* ... --* ... it continued in 11
Pained punctuation, ** ... 12
It drawl d, accentuating ach
D t a though hort of breath

10

*

**
-*** *-* ** -* -** 13

It lik a halo made from napalm
Lil1tW.... ; l.e.
. ligh tw. .. .
11 .•• n; ... g

9

10

121. ..
13

Blind
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CONTRIBUTORS
Steph Bartusis likes to pretend she's a reincarnation of the late
physicist Richard Feynman.
Kevin Bendis's photo was originally called Shitttt 296.
Sara Campbell is a rapacious pangolin rapidly approaching Valhalla.
Love me, fear me, but most importantly: wish me luck.
Brett Celinski is pinstriped and greased up for the occasion, impressing
the girl things who were trying to get next to him.
David Chamberlain wants to go for a swim in the world's largest
paella.
Jan Cohen was a contestant on Flavor of Love.
Monica Crary is of course wearing full body armor. She is not a
moron.
Chris Curley has brown eyes with a hint of green in them.
Jon Gagas knows he's risking cliche, but regardless, he means it when
he says he wouldn't change a thing.
Menaka Gopalan is her words on paper and paint on canvas. She is
currently painting portraits of Shakespeare's Hamlet and Ophelia.
Rachel Heller spends a lot of time thinking about where her hamster
thinks he's going on that yellow plastic wheel.
Amy Lynch enj oys octopi, Wired, and gong. She aspires to singlehandedly unite the fields of mad-science and cat lady-dom.
Colm MCCarthy is inexpressively grateful to his family for all they have
done for him.
India McGhee is a freshman chemistry major with a fondness for
crayons, chocolate milk, and alliteration.
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J

n M ingoleUo
phra e lik half

1

a junior in Ir land and
n in tead f :30.

h

1 arning fun n w

he i drowning in

Serena Mithb aokar n ed a miracl b cau
Ian O'Neill' alway

1

In .

n ch dul ,n v r n tim

Tommy G! Richter i
d bauchery.

taking a y ar off aft r coil g

Phil Repko w n fir t priz in a" olm Mc arthy Wannab

for limit d

»

cont

t.

Chri top her Schaeffer i a wh 1 damn town!
Dan Sergeant i n t om thing you ju t dump omething on! H ' n t
f tub !
a big truck! H 'a n
Michael Silber ay h' real, but don't tak hi word for it. H
pr bably ju t a figm nt f your imaginati n.
b human, Katie Simm on a ur y u that h
f a particularly ragg d a ortm nt f ilk

mm nl pr
i , in fact, c mp
ddm nt .

Sam Stahller i th boy wh talk d with arumal. n day p rhap , h
will c me back fr m hi j urn y, though I per nail), doubt it. I ha a
b ling h ' quit happy h r hi.
Trevor Strunk ha p nt ail m t r writing in b d and watching lat
night hri tian TV with hi p opl . He wouldn't chang a thing.
D a na D ayna D ayna D a rna D ayna Dayna
D a na D ayna D ayna D ayna Dayna Stein
Dani Tatsuno?!

h d

n't

en ha

ayna Dayna Dayna Dayna

a ~ Tiki pag !

Heather Turnbach ha
\: odd' tru b aut)'. Her photograph
i d rucat d t ail wh it on \: hit r ck in th I rut rran an living La
Dole
ita.
Tori Wynne i 60 inch

f pur chao.
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PATRONS

Chris Aiken
Blanche Allen
Beth Bailey
Laura Borsdorf
Ginny Bradley
I<arla Busch
Donald Camp
Hugh Clark
Margie Connor
I<neia DaCosta
Robert Davidson
Ellen & Robert Dawley
Juan Ramon de Arana
Carol Dole
Ross Doughty
Lynne Edwards
Delwyn Engstrom
Becky Evans
Mary B. Fields
DJ Florka
John French
Francis Fritz
Thomas Gallagher
Sloane Gibb
Ed Gildea
I<ate Goddard
Walter Greason
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Wendy Greenberg
Winfield Guilmette
Lisa Hanover
Cindy Harris
Dallett Hemphill
Eileen Hughes
Rebecca J aroff
zadi I<eita
Yvon I<ennon
pril I<ontostatms
Matthew I<ozusko
Carolyn Ivatz
Judith Levy
Joyce Lionarons
Richard Liston
Annette Lucas
Naomi Manon
Bob McCullough
Matthew Mizenko
The Myrin Library
Debbie olan
Frances ovak
Regina 0 boler
Heather 0' eill
Phyllis Osisek
Paulette Patton
Heather Potts

BevRedman
Carla Mollins Rinde
Melissa Sanders
Pete & Nancy
Scattergood
Gregory Scranton
Diane Skorina
Peter Small
I<evin, I<irsten and
Sash Small & the
Ursinus Men's
Basketball Family
I<elly Sorensen
John & Trudy
Strassburger
Delia Tash
Victor J. Tortorelli
The U rsinus College
Football Team
Jon Volkmer
Richard Wallace
Carolyn M. Weigel
Gregory Weight
John Wickersham
Sally Widman
Cathy Young
Philip Zwerling
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